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Abstract
Parental stress is an expected phenomenon during the parenting of an adolescent. Higher levels
of parental stress are associated with an adolescent with externalizing behavior. Parents are
instrumental in the development of adolescents and are critical agents of change with youth
problematic behavior. Family functioning is often determined in part by a parent’s ability to
adequately respond and manage their adolescent’s behavior and their environment. Focusing on
improving family relations has been known to positively impact both parent and adolescent.
Multisystemic therapy is a well-known treatment for adolescent externalizing behavior and
families of diverse ethnicities. Additional attention and resources examining the impact of family
functioning on parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior is lacking, including the role
of ethnicity in the family. This study established the relationship between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior. This study found family ethnicity (African American,
Caucasian and Latinos) to be a moderator between parental stress and adolescent externalizing
behavior. Family functioning particularly family cohesion and not family adaptability was found
to be a mediator between this relationship. Lastly, there were no significant differences between
ethnic family’s pretest and posttest reporting of family functioning. The results, implications,
limitations, and recommendations for future research and social advocacy was discussed, as they
relate to therapists, supervisors, researchers, and counselor educators with the goal of enhancing
treatment results for parents with parental stress, adolescents with externalizing behavior, and
how family functioning across family ethnicity/ racial groups can be leveraged during times of
heightened parental and psychosocial stress.
Keywords: parental stress, life stressors, external stressors, adolescent externalizing behavior,
family functioning, family adaptability, family cohesion, ethnicity, Multisystemic therapy
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The Relationship Between Parental Stress and Adolescent Externalizing Behavior: The
Mediating Role of Family Functioning on Ethnically Diverse Families in Multisystem
Therapy
Chapter I: Introduction to the Study
Parents are the most instrumental influencers of an adolescent’s life. Seminal theorists
view the parent-child relationship as foundational in modeling the necessary boundaries for
social norms and other aspects of life development. In the home, it is not uncommon that
adolescents with externalizing behavior problems often have conflictual parent-child
relationships and parents, as a result, are more likely using negative and ineffective discipline
strategies. Parental stress is experienced in these interactions as parental duties place high levels
of demands and requires there be ongoing change and flexibility while maintaining the
relationships that evolve over time within the family system.
Currently, our adolescent population is ever increasing as adolescents account for 25% of
Americans and it is projected that by 2025, racial-ethnic minorities will account for 52% of the
youth population under age 18, and by 2045 it will be 59% (Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, 2019). It is expected that some adolescents will develop externalizing
behaviors that are characterized by verbal and physical aggression, truancy, runaway, defiance,
vandalism, substance use, and theft (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Parental stress is
likely with a child with externalizing behavior and other competing life demands, such as other
children to rear, job responsibilities, household tasks, and health care and/or mental health care
needs can impact the overall family functioning. High levels of parental stress have been linked
to poor adolescent outcomes (Withers et al., 2016). Unmanaged parental stress can lead to
parental burnout where there are three symptoms: emotional exhaustion, emotional distancing,
and lack of parental efficacy (Roskam et al., 2017). Researchers have suggested that caregivers
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with higher levels of parental strain are more likely to not keep their children at home or in the
community and instead use psychiatric hospitals, medications, and residential placements (Wang
& Anderson, 2018). Even with these sought treatment options, it has been found that parents
with high caregiver strain are more likely to face difficulty in fully investing in treatment for
their child (Piotrowska et al., 2017). However, families that adapt and work together during
distressful times have shown to reach short-term and long-term outcomes for their adolescents
(Rabinowitz, Osigwe, Drabick, & Reynolds, 2016).
Background of the Problem
Multisystemic therapy (MST) is an evidence-based treatment for addressing externalizing
behavior in youth and effectively targets factors contributing to various behavior noted to cause
youth maladjustment. Often factors that are prioritize in treatment include the family system and
the parental subsystem where problems of the individual parent can exist. The mechanism of
change is found in the parent’s change of their parenting practices and the reduction of
problematic behavior (Hennenberger et al., 2013). Even though parental stress can interfere with
parental responsibilities, it is not an uncommon experience. Parental stressors can be found in the
form of mental health problems, marital distress, substance use (Porreca et al., 2017), parent–
child relationship quality (Giannotta & Rydell, 2016) and other challenges that impact family
functioning (Renzaho et al., 2013) and increase the risk factors that promote adolescent
externalizing behavior. Although there are studies on the role of parental stress and adolescent
externalizing behavior, there are fewer studies in MST studying this relationship more
extensively. Parental stress has not been viewed, under the context of the family functioning
dimensions of family adaptability and family cohesion in adolescent externalizing behavior, for
these family structural factors as mediators in the treatment process. In addition, MST treatment
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responses can be influenced by the parents’ cultural and ethnic background. Although, there have
been some studies on the influence of cultural and ethnic factors in families (Caucasians, African
Americans, and Latinos/Hispanics) showing treatment response differences (Ryan et al., 2013),
the reason for the differential response is not fully understood. Ethnicity may moderate the
degree to which parents respond to MST interventions more favorably from a background, in
turn influencing changes in adaptability and cohesion. These family functioning factors need to
be explored and further understood as there have been limited mediational studies on families
with adolescents receiving treatment for externalizing behavior (Deković et al., 2012). There is
also a lack of information regarding the specificity of mediational effects for different family
functioning dimensions (Deković et al., 2012).
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to: (a) determine if parental stress is associated with
adolescent externalizing behavior, (b) examine if ethnicity is a moderator in this relationship, (c)
determine to what extent the family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesiveness)
plays a mediating role in this relationship, and (d) determine if there is any difference between
ethnic groups of family functioning reports. Quantitative data will be used to examine the
relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior and the family
functioning dimensions of family adaptability and family cohesiveness.
Research Questions
In this study, the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing
behavior treatment outcomes was reviewed. Specifically, the researcher examined the
relationship between parental stress using the Parenting Stress Index (PSI; Abidin, 1995) and the
Barriers to Treatment Participation Scale (BPTS; Kazdin et al., 1995) and adolescent
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externalizing behavior using the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991). The
mediation for family functioning was measured using the Family Adaptability and Cohesion
Scale – III (FACES-III; Olson et al., 1985). The present study will attempt to answer the
following questions:
1. Do significant correlations exist between parental stress as measured by the Stress Index
for Parents of Adolescents (Sheras et al., 1998) and the Barriers to Treatment
Participation Scale (Kazdin et al., 1995) and adolescent externalizing behavior as
measured by the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 1991) among families
participating in Multisystemic therapy?
2. Does ethnicity function as a moderator between parental stress and adolescent
externalizing behavior?
3. Does family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesiveness) as measured by
the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale – III (Olson et al., 1985) mediate
the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior?
4. Is there any difference between ethnic groups of family pretest and posttest reporting of
family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesion)?
Limitations and Delimitations
The present study possessed inherent strengths and weaknesses. The sample population
was recruited from the metropolitan city of Denver and from the Western state of Colorado,
which may not reflect all ethnic compositions nor the type of region of a family’s dwelling in the
United States. The participants were all treated with Multisystemic therapy, therefore there was
no comparison group available. The parent and youth completed measures that relied on selfreport and could have been influenced by social desirability. The gathered data was also
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secondary analysis and the information was obtained in 2001 from the parent study. One of the
measures used in the study made available an updated version for the assessment. In addition,
there were other assessments that were available to measure parental stress, adolescent
externalizing behavior and family functioning, however it was assumed that the selected
measures accurately captured the construct intended to be reviewed in this study.
Definitions
The following is a list of operational definitions for the relevant terms used in this
research study.
Adolescent Externalizing Behavior
The definition of adolescent externalizing behavior used in this study is taken from Reef
and colleagues and described as “four types: aggression (e.g., ﬁghts, bullies), oppositionality
(e.g., temper, stubborn), property violations (e.g., lies, cruel to animals), and status violations
(e.g., substance use, runaway)” (Reef et al., 2011, p. 1233).
Caregiver Strain
For the purposes of this study, the definition of caregiver strain that will be used “refers
to the additional demands placed upon caregivers related to the day-to-day care of their children
with emotional and behavioral disorders and the impact of these demands on families” (Green et
al., 2020, p. 761).
Ethnic Minority
This is defined as a “non–European American” (Pina et al., 2019 p. 179).
Family Adaptability (Flexibility)
Family adaptability is defined as “the amount of change in its leadership, role
relationships, and relationship rules” (Olson et al., 2019, p. 202).
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Family Cohesion
The definition of family cohesion is defined as “the emotional bonding that couple and
family members have toward one another” (Olson et al., 2019, p.201).
Family Functioning
In this study, the definition of family functioning is “a family and its members’ ability to
have a balance in adaptability, cohesion and communication” (Olson, 2000, p.144).
Multisystemic Therapy
Multisystemic Therapy is an intensive family- and home-based intervention for young
people with serious antisocial behavior influenced by research on the multidetermined
nature of youth antisocial behavior, it uses a social ecological approach (Bronfenbrenner,
1979) and aims to improve the young person’s behavior and to prevent reoffending by
affecting the multiple systems that surround the young person. (Tighe et al., 2012, p.187)
Parental Stress
This is defined as:
The stress from parenting that is a highly complex one that often must be performed
within very demanding situations, with limited personal and physical resources, and in
relation to a child who by virtue of some mental or physical attribute may be exceedingly
difficult to parent ... parent-child interactions and child outcomes occur as a function of
the complex interplay among, parent, child and situation. Each of these three domains
represents several variables and systems that increase or decrease in importance in
relation to the resultant parenting stress in any given parent-child dyad (Abidin, 1990, p.
298).
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Significance of the Study
Parents are widely recognized as the change agents in the treatment interventions for
childhood and adolescent behavior problems. Parents of adolescents with externalizing behavior
can experience heightened levels of parental stress due to the various challenges of parenting
along with other life stressors. Parental stress that remains unmanaged and rises to high levels of
stress can significantly impact treatment for adolescent externalizing behavior. Multisystemic
therapy is a research proven family treatment for this population. Multisystemic therapy focuses
on the relationships and interactions the youth has within his/her family, peers, school, and
community (Zajac et al., 2015). It also views the parent as a change agent that can improve the
relationship between the parent-child dyad by addressing the clinical needs and leveraging of
strengths. Parents are a critical in propelling treatment advances. Therefore, time and
consideration to the parent’s state of readiness for change and availability to implement
interventions must be considered.
Parents of youth with externalizing behavior are often exasperated and have depleted
energy levels. Stress often is the byproduct of enduring continuous negative social conditions.
Parental stress derives from parenting responsibilities and the sense of ineffectiveness and
inability to find solutions that bring change to aversive conditions. It is apparent from the
literature that parental stress impacts the family, including the adolescent, and colors the family
climate. The main body of literature on Multisystemic therapy has viewed adolescent stressors
but has not studied the impact of parental stress on adolescent externalizing behavior.
Furthermore, the mediating role of family adaptability and cohesiveness has not been explored
on majority or ethnically diverse families. Since there has not been research examining the role
of parental stress and MST youth with adolescent externalizing behavior, this study explores the
relationship between these constructs.
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The researcher is optimistic that this study contributes to researchers, educators,
supervisors, and therapists working with this clinical issue. The research may help to better
understand the family therapy processes that both inhibit or contribute to treatment outcomes and
the type of parental stressors that MST parents typically experience prior and during the course
of treatment, which can better inform the case conceptualization and guide the formation of an
individualized treatment. The increased focus on parental stressors can further provide the
individual skills necessary to drive better treatment outcomes, short and long-term, for
adolescents. The enhanced parental skill repertoire can also extend into the youth’s domain and
they may also learn how to prevent or manage their own child’s behavior as it may also manifest
one day when they are parents. The study of ethnically diverse families in MST also provides the
cultural lens of the growing reality of the diversity found in the United States and the need for
clinicians to consider the role of ethnicity in family presentations.
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
There are three theoretical frameworks that guide the design of this study: Brannan and
colleagues’ (2003) Modified Double ABCX Model, Olsen’s (2000) Circumplex Model of
Marital and Family Systems, and Henggeler and colleagues’ (2009) MST Theory of Change.
Modified Double ABCX Model
In 2001, Brannan and Heflinger developed the Modified Double ABCX as a framework
for understanding caregiver strain (parental stress) and its relationship to psychological distress.
There are relationships involving caregiver strain (parental stress), stressors (parenting stress, life
stressors, and adolescent externalizing behaviors), resources, and perceptions. The model was an
adaptation to McCubbin and Patterson’s 1983 model of family adjustment and adaptation. This
model examined the families stress and coping with an adolescent’s mental health problems.
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Essentially, the caregiver strain is understood as a crisis experience due to the stressor events
from the family and their ability to process it. Often, this becomes a cycle of stress and coping
that is repeated over time (Brannan & Heflinger, 2000). The family demands can increase and
the family’s resources can either increase or decrease over time, but the family can adapt or
maladapt to the situation, which all depends on the caregiver’s response to this event (Brannan &
Heflinger, 2000).
The Circumplex Model of Family Functioning
The Circumplex Model states that balanced types of couples and families will generally
function more adequately than unbalanced types (Olson, 2000). This is a relational framework
with three dimensions: flexibility (adaptability), cohesion, and communication (Olson, 2011).
Balanced flexibility indicates a level of stability in the family and the ability to change as needed
as a response to new situations. Balanced cohesion in a family permits their members to
experience independence and connectedness to their family. Communication is a facilitating
dimension that helps families alter their levels of cohesion and flexibility. A family functioning
without balance will stay focused on the negative extremes of certain life events and stressful
moments. The model has been found to be sensitive to ethnic and cultural diversity; however, it
is critical that ethnic group norms, that are normative expectations, are supported in dimension
observations (Olson, 2000).
MST Theory of Change
The MST Theory of Change aims to reduce youthful antisocial behavior (adolescent
externalizing behavior) by targeting risk factors that are most strongly connected to problematic
behaviors (Henggeler, 2012). The family is considered the most important link in the treatment
process. The MST therapist working with the family seeks to increase the parent’s (change
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agent’s) skills around strategies of control, supervision, and relationships (Henggeler, 2012). The
parent’s skills are used to improve the family functioning, which supports the needed change.
Chapter Summary
This chapter provides a rationale for the study in the relationship between parental stress
and adolescent externalizing behavior, the mediating role of the family functioning, and the
dimensions of family flexibility on ethnically diverse families in MST treatment. A brief
background of the body of literature is reviewed and the relationships between the variables are
established. The literature review formulated the growing concern around parental stress
contributing to the development and maintenance of adolescent externalizing behavior and the
concern of being a barrier to treatment participation. Family functioning plays a significant role
in mediation of the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior.
The conducted research set out to answer this question has limitations, which were briefly
outlined in this chapter will be further expanded in Chapter Five.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior and the mediating relationship of the family functioning
dimensions of adaptability and cohesion in ethnically diverse families receiving Multisystemic
therapy. Parental stress seems to result from both intrapersonal and external stressor experiences.
The inability to manage parental stress appears to contribute to the development and
maintenance of adolescent externalizing behavior and consequences to the family. The family
system provides protective and risk factors that further impacts the adolescent and the parent.
Understanding the role, the family plays in the parental stress experience across different
ethnicities is an important aspect of this study.
This chapter will provide an overview of the key components of parental stress: the
constructs, dimensions, and associated outcomes. After the review of the literature on parental
stress, the chapter will focus on the relationship between parental stress and adolescent
externalizing behavior, and the mediators of family adaptability and family cohesiveness. In
continuation, a discussion will highlight the moderating role of ethnicity on these family
dimensions.
Parental Stress
Family and children researchers recognize parental stress as problematic, with influence
potential that extends beyond the parent and reaches the child, family, and community. Parental
adjustment problems in the form of stress are experienced by the other family members through
parenting responses in the relationship interactions. Parental stress is an important overarching
construct that at certain levels can promote both healthy and unhealthy outcomes. There are
several forms of parental stress that include parenting stress and life stressors. A couple of these
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will be reviewed. The first is the inability to manage interpersonal issues around the parent-child
relationship and parent-parent dyad that can lead to parenting stress. The second is environmentrelated challenges that persist as life stressors (McQuillan et al., 2019).
The relationship between parental stress (parenting stress and life stressors) and youth
adjustment problems elevate the relevancy of expanding on the current literature in pursuit of
adding to the knowledge base of how these variables interact in the development and
maintenance of childhood problem behavior. The childhood problem behavior can continue in
the form of adolescent externalizing behavior. The parental role is highly influential in
adolescent development. Acknowledgment and validation of parental stress as part of the natural
occurring parental experience is helpful in the understanding the full parental context. High
levels of parental stress can disrupt and impair parenting abilities contributing to adolescent
externalizing behavior. If treatment is needed for the adolescent behavior problems, high levels
of parental stress can pose a risk towards treatment participation and effectiveness (Piotrowska et
al., 2017). It becomes important to examine the dynamic longitudinal interactions occurring
more closely with families to better understand the impact of parental stress and adolescent
behavioral outcomes (Crandall et al., 2016).
Parental Stress Defined
In 1976, Abidin explained that parenting stress was caused by the interaction of
characteristics from a parent (e.g., depression, health) and a difficult child (e.g., demandingness,
impulsivity, hyperactivity) and parent, which contributed to the overall experience filled with
high levels of expectations and pressures in the parenting role. Caregiver strain can be both
objective and subjective. Objective strain can come in the form of observable negative life
occurrences such as financial hardship, job loss, and lower spent time with other family members
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and friends (Accurso et al., 2015). Subjective strain refers to negative emotions that are either
internalized with worry, guilt, and sadness or externalized with expressions of anger, resentment,
and embarrassment (Accurso et al., 2015). Parenting stress is considered a common component
of the parenting experience and progresses into pervasive when parents persist in the elevated
levels of struggle with parental responsibilities (Meier et al., 2018). Parents who continue to
experience ongoing high levels of parenting stress may also be less available to implement
effective treatment interventions for their children (Kazdin, 1995).
Treatment effectiveness may be compromised while the parent experiences high levels of
parental stress (Piotrowska et al., 2017). When parents are overwhelmed and unable to manage
the stress, there is often a negative impact towards scheduling sessions and attendance.
Furthermore, treatment investment diminishes due to the limited cognitive resources for parents
that assist them in fully participating in the intervention (Piotrowska et al., 2017). Concurrently,
interventions that address youth problem behaviors can be most effective when they fully
address not only the adolescent’s need but also that of their parent (Green et al., 2020). The
absence of a parental focus for assessing intervention readiness, can allow the levels of parental
stress to progress to parent exasperation and risks the parents’ ability to fully engage in treatment
for their youth. Parents who have surpassed their threshold are more likely to report struggling
with patience and persistence and have an increased likelihood of having adolescents that are
engaged in greater delinquency (Meldrum et al., 2017). Parental stress can place the parent at
risk for the development or progression of other challenges such as partner problems, child abuse
and neglect, financial burden, mental health, substance use, and health conditions (Håkansson et
al., 2019; Hefti et al., 2020; Ponnet et al., 2016; Solhom et al., 2019; Tsiouli et al., 2014).
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Dimensions of Parental Stress
Parenting Stress. Research has determined significant relationships between parenting
stress and various parent, youth, and family outcomes, including parental mental health and
substance use (Porreca et al., 2017), adolescent emotional and behavioral issues (Barroso et al.,
2017), adolescent academic achievement (Masud et al., 2015), parenting monitoring and
discipline practices (Yoo, 2017), parent–child relationship quality (Giannotta & Rydell, 2016)
and family functioning (Renzaho et al., 2013). Current parenting has become more intensive than
decades ago and parents spend more time with their children due to an increase in the time spent
in activities versus the routine care of children (Sayer et al., 2004). A study by Solhom and
colleagues (2019) examined the mothers’ perception of wellbeing and distress and, for the most
part, there were influences other than perceived change in child behavior problems. This
outcome adds strength to the power of parenting stress on the outcomes of parent, youth, and
family; even when an adolescent improves their challenging behavior, it still does not account
for all the variance of improved perceptions of mothers’ wellbeing and distress (Solhom et al.,
2019).
Life Stressors. Östberg and Hagekull (2013) discussed the role of life stressors as a
distinct form of parenting stress. According to McQuillan and colleagues (2019), external
stressors are commonly seen as child and parent health problems, a lack of social support,
negative life events, and daily hassles. These stressors cause impairment and negatively impact
family functioning. External stressors that are also identified as demographic variables, such as
educational level, being a single parent, minority ethnic background, and lower socioeconomic
status, warrant our attention (Östberg & Hagekull, 2013).
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Doom and colleagues (2016) described life stressors in the constructs of harshness and
unpredictability. Harshness is the rate for morbidity and mortality across all ages within in a
population due to environmental factors related to occupational status, income, and maternal
education (Doom et al., 2016). Unpredictability is the variability in harshness across time and
space, such as the mothers’ life stress in three areas: changes in employment, changes in
residence, and changes in cohabitation (Doom et al., 2016; Ellis et al., 2009). The caregiver’s
concern of the life stressors is reflected and expressed in the parenting stress experience. It is
important to gather information about life stressors in order to fully comprehend the parent
context in relation to their child’s behavior and family functioning (Östberg & Hagekull, 2013).
For ethnic minority parents, the stress can also exist in the form of acculturation stress (Lorenzo
et al., 2016).
Furthermore, some of the literature highlighted the strength of an individual’s
commitment towards ethnic or racial identity and this can indirectly influence their sense of wellbeing by functioning as a protective barrier against the negative impact of experiences of
discrimination of Latino and African-American adults and adolescents (Hurwich-Reiss et al.,
2015; Torres et al., 2011). Therefore, forms of stress, like acculturation stress and ethnic identity,
should be consider as a possible strength while gathering information on parental stressors.
Parental Stress and Childhood Maladjustment Problems
Parents of adolescents with clinically significant mental, emotional, and behavioral health
issues may warrant increasing attention in their parental stress. There is a bidirectional
relationship between parenting stress and daily hassles including child adjustment issues
(McQuillan et al., 2019). Parents also play the role of teachers to children’s socialization and
development; therefore, there is a risk of modeling inapt ways of managing social-relational
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situations (Wilke et al., 2018). Parents with higher levels of parenting stress are more likely to
respond in ways that maintain or intensify child problem behaviors (Green et al., 2020).
Ethnicity Commentary. Studies have linked caregiver race and ethnicity to parental
stress where culture influences the perceptions of parental stress (Mayberry & Hefliner, 2013).
Race and ethnicity have been linked to higher rates of parenting stress and these increased rates
have been found among ethnic minority parents (Barroso et al., 2017). It is hypothesized that
ethic minority families have so many other stressors, which include economic struggles that
reduces their ability to tolerate child misbehavior and ultimately increases their levels of
parenting stress. Currently, moderation analyses have found a larger effect in majority samples
where the relationship has been established between parenting stress and child externalizing and
internalizing behavior (Barroso et al., 2017). There appears to be a smaller effect size for Latino
parents potentially due to cultural differences where mental health problems, such as
psychosocial issues, parenting stress, and child behavior problems, carry a stigma and can lead to
underreporting (Villatoro et al., 2014). On the opposite end “familismo,” a cultural value can
behave as a protective factor against parenting stress where Latino mothers are keen to showing
family loyalty, reciprocity, and solidarity (Barroso et al., 2017).
Another study examined the parents of Emotionally Disturbed (ED) children in the
education setting. Green and colleagues (2020) found that the caregivers of African Americans
displayed a trend of having lower caregiver strain, fewer resources, and more negative
perceptions about services. This finding was despite African American students more often
being identified as being ED compared to other ethnic/racial groups (Wagner et al., 2005). These
findings suggest that additional studies are needed to capture the potential impact of
race/ethnicity more fully on caregiver strain in the ED population (Green et al., 2020).
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The Family Stress Model (FSM; Congor et al., 2002) highlighted the impact of parental
stressors and the influence it has on the adjustment of adolescent mental health and use of
substances. According to the family stress model, low socioeconomic status (SES) predicted less
than desirable parenting through family stress. Some ethnic minority families come from lower
SES backgrounds as compared to majority families and can experience acculturative stress
associated with their minority status (Emeen et al., 2013). This can negatively affect the
parenting quality and impact the relationships between parent and child. The study was designed
to examine the role of SES and other stressors such as daily hassles, psychological distress, and
acculturative stress and positive parenting. The findings established the relationship between
SES and positive parenting, as this relationship was partly mediated by parental psychological
stress and acculturative stress. Less positive parenting was found for Turkish Dutch families with
lower SES as this related to more psychological distress and more acculturative stress (Emeen et
al., 2013).
Parental Stress and Adolescent Externalizing Behavior
Adolescence is a difficult developmental period for parents to navigate. Parents of youth
with externalizing behavior may experience greater parenting demands and responsibilities as
compared to parents of youth without these behavioral issues (Mendenhall & Mount, 2011).
Studies on parents with youth with clinically significant mental, emotional, and behavioral health
issues, such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and conduct
disorder report higher levels of parenting stress than parents of youth without clinical issues
(Brown et al., 2018). According to Meier and colleagues (2018), both mothers and fathers report
the lowest levels of happiness in activities with adolescents as compared to earlier child age.
These studies highlight the challenges that are to be expected during the rearing of an adolescent
and more specifically for youth with externalizing behavior.
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Parental Stress and Family Functioning
Parental stress impacts the parent’s ability to respond in adaptive ways to situations that
develop in the family. When a parent reaches the level of parental burnout, there are negative
outcomes that can be observed in three dimensions: emotional distancing to one’s child, a sense
of being ineffective in the parental role, and overwhelming exhaustion (Mikolajczak et al.,
2018). Mikolajczak and colleagues (2018) evaluated a sample of 1,723 French-speaking parents
who had at least one child living at home. Parental burnout was measured through the
administration of the Parental Burnout Inventory (PBI; Roskam et al., 2017). This measure was a
22-item self-report questionnaire with three subscales for Emotional Exhaustion, Emotional
Distancing, and Loss of Personal Accomplishment. The stable traits of the parent of attachment,
trait emotional intelligence, and the big five personality traits were measured through the
Experiences in Close Relationships Questionnaire Revised (ECR-R; Fraley et al., 2000) with two
subscales for Anxiety and Avoidance. The parental factors self-efficacy beliefs and the perceived
role restriction were measured through the Parental Stress Questionnaire (PSQ; Verhulst et al.,
2011) and the child rearing practices were measured through the Evaluation des Pratiques
Educatives Parentales (EPEP; Meunier & Roskam, 2007). Family functioning factors of marital
satisfaction, co-parenting and family disorganization was measured with the Evaluation and
Nurturing Relationship Issues, Communication and Happiness (ENRICH; Fowers &
Olson, 1993) scale, Co-parenting Scale (CPS; Feinberg et al., 2012), and the Confusion Hubbub
and Order Scale (CHAOS; Matheny et al., 1995). Findings demonstrated that increased risk for
parental burnout could be found in parent characteristics, parenting practices, and family
functioning (conflict, inter-parental disagreement, poor partner satisfaction, and family
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disorganization) (Mikolajczak et al., 2018). Ultimately, the presence of challenges in these
factors increase the risk of parental burnout.
Ethnicity Commentary. A study by Lorenzo-Blanco and colleagues (2016) examined
the trajectory of a latent parent acculturative stress factor and its influence on youth outcomes
through parent and youth reported family functioning. Data was collected through a school-based
survey on 302 recent (5 years) immigrant Latino parents. Parent acculturative stress predicted
worse youth-reported family functioning; earlier levels of parent acculturative stress predicted
worse parent-reported family functioning (Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2016). There were positive
outcomes with youth-reported positive family functioning, which predicted higher self-esteem,
lower symptoms of depression, and lower externalizing behavior such as aggression and rulebreaking behavior (Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2016). When parents reported positive family
functioning, this predicted lower youth alcohol and cigarette use (Lorenzo-Blanco et al., 2016).
Findings highlight the need for Latino youth preventive interventions to target parent
acculturative stress and family functioning when warranted.
Parental Stress Treatments
Most treatments do not specifically aim at decreasing parental stress but do so by helping
the parent address the child’s problem behavior. The study conducted by Accurso and colleagues
(2015), examined families receiving treatment at six publicly funded outpatient mental health
care facility clinics; families were ethnically and diagnostically diverse and so were the children.
The study’s findings suggest that aiming to improve child symptoms and decreasing caregiver
strain in treatment is equally important (Accurso et al., 2015). Psychoeducation and supportive
services are effective in reducing caregiver strain and positively impacting the emotional
functioning of their children (Kutash et al., 2013). Peer support also supported the reduction of
caregivers reporting high levels of caregiver strain and increased treatment efficacy (Kutash et
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al., 2011). Therapists might intervene directly to reduce caregiver strain through a variety of
techniques, including teaching skills, reframing child problems, increasing caregiver social
support, and providing families with additional resources, support, and empathy (Accurso et al.,
2015), including parent training. Research suggests that complementary treatment components
may be beneficial particularly for caregivers with initial high reports of strain (Kutash et al.,
2013).
Failure to intervene on chronic parenting stress can lead to parental burnout. Heightened
levels of parental stress progressed into parental burnout places the treatment process at risk of
clinical advances, as the parent no longer has the necessary individual resources to cope with
stressors, show up to sessions, and put into practice the interventions that are designed in
collaboration with the therapist (Mikolajczak et al., 2018).
The study by Rostad and colleagues (2017) reviewed families with situations of child
maltreatment or were at risk for child maltreatment who were referred to parenting interventions.
Treatment attendance and response to the parenting programs was met with difficulty due to the
various stressors that interfere with participation for at-risk families. Findings showed that
parenting stress is an important predictor of program completion and that increased parenting
stress without other stressors and constructs may support program participation. This may
suggest that some parental stress can be in fact helpful and increases the motivation to participate
in parenting interventions when it is the only experience a parent has (Rostad et al., 2017).
Previous research examining parenting stress associated with parents’ perceptions of barriers
may interfere with treatment participation. It is beneficial for initial treatment focus to be placed
on addressing initial parental levels of stress and address perceptions of barriers such as loss of
hope, partner/family barriers, practical barriers and competing priorities anticipated to interfere
with intervention participation (Rostad et al., 2017).
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Multisystemic therapy (MST), a family-based treatment for youth with antisocial
behavior, can directly address a caregivers’ emotional and/or mental health distress as these are
considered anticipate barriers towards effective parenting. MST therapists would collaborate
with parents to develop and implement interventions to manage their high level of stress, which
compromise more effective parenting practices like monitoring and supervision (Tolou-Shams et
al., 2018).
Adolescent Externalizing Behavior
Adolescent Externalizing Behavior Defined
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 5th Edition (DSM-5; APA,
2013) classified externalizing behavior in several types of disorders: attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, antisocial
personality disorder, pyromania, kleptomania, intermittent explosive disorder. and substance use
disorders. Criteria for externalizing behavior is met when there is a functional impairment in at
least one domain of either academic, occupational, social relationships, or family functioning.
Typically, adolescents are diagnosed with conduct disorder (CD) or oppositional defiant disorder
(ODD). Criteria for ODD includes when adolescents display angry or irritable moods, display
defiant behavior (i.e., arguing with authority figures), defy rules, blames others for misbehavior,
annoy others, and show vindictiveness at least twice within a six-month time period. CD criteria
finds that there is aggressive behavior toward people and animals, property destruction, lying,
theft, and violations of normally accepted rules of conduct. There is generally negative
functioning socially or at work or school.
Outcomes of Adolescent Externalizing Behavior. Reef and his colleagues (2011)
completed a meta-analysis of 44 published studies defining externalizing behavior into four
categories of opposition, aggression, status violations, and property violations. Researchers
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followed the participants over a 24-year time span and found that all four categories
externalizing behavior in childhood showed disruptive behavior problems in adulthood (Reef et
al., 2011). Findings demonstrated that the opposition type of children had a higher likelihood of
showing anxiety disorder in adulthood. Status violation types, such as those showing runaway,
truancy, and drug and alcohol use, continued into adult substance use, anxiety, and mood
disorder. Ultimately, the children with high-level externalizing behavior trajectories had the
greatest likelihood to have adult internalizing and externalizing disorders in adulthood. The risks
involved child and adolescent externalizing behavior can have a detrimental impact on the
individual, family, and society.
Ethnicity Commentary. In the United States, ethnic minorities, including African
American adolescents, are exposed to community, school, and family stressors and prejudices
(Boardman & Alexander, 2011). African American youth are often overrepresented in the school
and juvenile justice system and demonstrations of disruptive behavioral issues can be reflective
of mental health unmet needs that lead to juvenile justice involvement (Langrehr, 2011). Latino
adolescents and adolescents from immigrant families continue to be an at-risk population for
increasing externalizing behavior (Pereyra & Bean, 2017). A study by Martinez and Polo (2018)
was carried out across three metropolitan cites of Los Angeles (530 youth), Boston (360 youth),
and Chicago (133) and they examined adolescents in sixth and seventh grade. The adolescents
were provided the Affiliative Obedience scale (Díaz-Guerrero, 1994), which measured the
endorsed values of respect and deference towards adults, particularly to parents. It was found
that affiliative obedience was associated with decreased risk for externalizing problems across
neighborhood socioeconomic and sociocultural contexts. There were also other favorable
conditions for lower externalizing behavior, such as higher socioeconomic status neighborhoods,
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higher affiliative obedience, and higher concentrations of Latinos and immigrants (Martinez &
Polo, 2018).
Adolescent Externalizing Behavior Treatment
Parent Training Programs. Parenting training programs have a robust literature with
efficacy studies on child and adolescent psychosocial interventions and has reviewed treatment
fidelity strategies across time. Most children that receive treatment in the community mental
health settings are diagnosed with externalizing behavior marking a great need for the
dissemination of effective treatments for this problem (Garbacz et al., 2014). The most current
treatments for youth externalizing behavior include family therapies that place a primary clinical
focus on parents. Research has highlighted several effective treatment approaches that have
demonstrated improvement with adolescent externalizing behavior, such as Functional Family
Therapy (FFT; Baglivio et al., 2014), Multidimensional Family Therapy (MDFT; Pol et al.,
2017), and also Multisystemic Therapy (MST; McCart & Sheidow, 2016).
Multisystemic Therapy. Multisystemic Therapy is a specialized family treatment
program for adolescents with externalizing behavior problems. It has been validated by
numerous research studies as well as youth development private and government organizations.
Blueprints for Healthy Youth Development is an organization that identifies interventions that
work for young people through rigorous processes that develop a comprehensive registry for
evidence-based intervention programs that are effective in reducing antisocial behavior and
promoting a healthy course of youth development and adult maturity. The Prevention Services
Clearinghouse reviews research evidence on programs designed to improve services to children
and families and prevent foster care placements under the Family First Prevention Services Act
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(FFPSA) for the United States Department of Health and Human Services. MST treatment was
highly rated for the areas of substance abuse and mental health services (Mihalic et al., 2015) .
Multisystemic therapy has been shown to be an effective treatment for youth with serious
externalizing behavior. Understanding the families and youth response to treatment and the
predictors of externalizing behavior offers a clearer understanding of the need to individualize
treatment approaches and the different trajectories of change in MST while considering family
strengths (Mertens et al., 2017). MST views the caregiver as influencers of the family climate
and emphasizes the parental role in carrying out the interventions in the home, schools, and
community. The Day and Dotterer (2018) study found that parental involvement impacted
adolescent academic outcomes when they used the intervention format of having a parent group
component with consideration to ethnicity in a population of boys. The samples with higher
representations of minority youth had greater effect on sizes versus samples with low
representations of minority youth had smaller effect sizes suggesting that family involvement is
important for ethnic families (Day & Dotterer, 2018).
In 2014, Stouwe and colleagues (2014) conducted a multi-level meta-analysis of 22
studies with 332 effect sizes that included some studies that were both non-published and nonrandomized and more recent to review the effectiveness of Multisystemic therapy. Findings
demonstrated effective sizes that were small but significant for delinquency, psychopathology,
substance use, family factors, out-of-home placement, and peer factors. Significant effects were
found in studies with juveniles that had an average age under 15 years old. d = .421 and were
Caucasian youth. Although MST has been used with diverse families and transported to other
countries, the findings support the continued need to culturally tailoring the treatment process for
minority ethnic youth. Studies in the United States had stronger effect sizes for delinquency, d =
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.275, and for externalizing behavior, d = .286 (Stowe et al., 2014). The transportability of MST
has been established with first-generation and second-generation implementation waves of MST
abroad, which focused on the use of their ongoing mechanism of program quality assurance and
quality improvement that is at the core of MST implementation (Stowe et al., 2014). Lastly, an
important finding was the indication of improved parenting skills and no improvement in family
functioning on the outcome for delinquency. Families with improved family functioning did not
significantly impact long-term recidivism. This meta-analysis did not view the impact of family
functioning in relation to adolescent externalizing behavior nor view the family functioning
specifically for minority youth.
Ethnicity Commentary. Consideration of the ethnicity of the families is necessary as the
family demographics are changing in the United States and with adolescents accounting for 25%
of Americans and the 2025 projection that racial-ethnic minorities will account for 52% of the
youth population under age 18 (Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, 2019).
Over time, there have been more studies on ethnic minority youth. 65 studies were evaluated for
the percent of enrolled ethnic minority youth in psychosocial, cognitive, and behavioral
interventions for different issues such as anxiety, depression, disruptive substance use, trauma
stress reaction, comorbid, self-injurious and suicidality (Pina et al., 2019). Huey and Jones
(2013) found that there were more than 30 distinct treatments that were probably or possibly
efﬁcacious for ethnic minority children and adolescents. The current research studies only
reviewed some of the total number of treatment outcome studies that focused on ethnic
minorities psychosocial interventions in consideration of cultural tailoring (Huey et al., 2014).
MST has been shown to be generally effective and treatment effective sizes are found
across cultural groups (Huey et al., 2014). The Pina and colleagues (2019) found MST to be a
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level 1 well-established intervention for Latino and African American adolescents with
disruptive behavior problems. The MST related studies for substance use found reductions in
substance use and no moderation ethnicity effects (Henggeler et al, 1999; Henggeler et al.,
2012). The MST studies for disruptive behaviors found that there were lower levels of
delinquency and fewer arrests; there were also no ethnicity moderation effects (Borduin et al.,
1995) Henggeler et al., 1992; Henggeler et al., 1997).
Family Functioning
Adaptive family functioning is characterized by high levels of family cohesion and
family adaptability and serves as a protective factor in the development and maintenance of
negative child outcomes, negative emotional reactivity (Rabinowitz et al., 2016), aggression
(Finan et al., 2015, Henneberger et al., 2016), risky sex behaviors (Tolou-Shams et al., 2018),
and rule-breaking behavior (Finan et al., 2015). Findings on family functioning studies highlight
the relevance of family-centered interventions aimed at increasing family cohesion, family
adaptability, and ways to effectively cope with the parenting demands of child health and
behavior-related problems (Mendes et al., 2016). Family functioning is linked to child emotional
and behavioral problems is also moderated by ethnicity (Henneberger et al., 2016). Ethnicity
refers to different social groups that share a few factors in common, such as a shared history,
sense of identity, geographical location, and cultural roots (Khodarahimi, 2011).
Family distress is a key predictor of family functioning and can derive from parental
stress. In the Crowe & Lyness (2014) study, family distress was examined by using a single
distress score and from the four family functioning scales that were used to measure this
construct, three were significant. Distress was related to satisfaction, communication, cohesion,
and flexibility (Crowe & Lyness, 2014).
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Family Functioning Dimensions
Family functioning is a construct with multiple facets ranging from parent-child
interactions, parenting practices, family climate, as well as structural and organization properties,
such as cohesiveness, values, beliefs, and structure (Tolou-Shams et al., 2018). Family
functioning is significantly influenced by the health and well-being of the adolescent through the
parental system (Tolou-Shame et al., 2018).
Family Cohesion. Family cohesion describes relational interactions among family
members with demonstrations of shared affection, support, commitment, and helpfulness
(Rabinowitz et al., 2016). Families that have lower levels of cohesiveness tend to have and
model ineffective communication; they are less able to support each other during times of
distress and are particularly less effective in decreasing distress in their adolescent (Rabinowitz
et al., 2016). Stronger levels of cohesion are beneficial for youth development of socially
appropriate responses and the management of social tensions. Family cohesion helps adolescents
with negative emotional reactivity learn how to better regulate their state of emotions and to
develop more positive perceptions of others, decreasing their negative responses based on anger
or fear when threats are perceived (Rabinowitz et al., 2016). Surprisingly, Henneberger and
colleagues (2016) examined 364 inner city adolescent boys (54% African-American and 40%
Hispanic) and it was inconsistent with other findings on family cohesion being a protective
factor as a strong relationship was established between highly cohesive families and peer
violence and delinquency. A possible explanation to this outcome was perhaps that parents with
intentions to protect their child via family cohesiveness, left their adolescent without the critical
refusal skills needed to avoid the influence of violent peers (Henneberger et al., 2013).
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Family Adaptability. Family adaptability is defined as the family’s ability to make
modifications to the structure of the power domain, relationship roles, and the rules in the
relationship roles as it relates to developmental stress (Javadian, 2011). Low family adaptability
during the important developmental period of adolescence has led to adolescent behavior
problems due to the higher demands for attention and the parents not being able to adequately
meet this need generally as a result of parental frustration (Joh et al., 2013). It appears that low
family adaptability and cohesion increase the internal challenges among adolescents (Joh et al.,
2013). When there are increased levels of family flexibility, families can reframe mental illness
or distress in a more positive light and, therefore, can facilitate better communication despite
difficult circumstances (Crowe & Lyness, 2014).
The Mediating Role of Family Functioning
Several studies have examined family functioning and the relationship to parental
characteristics (i.e., maternal depression and parental substance use) and parenting practices (i.e.,
monitoring and discipline) and adolescent externalizing behavior. The extant literature
demonstrates variations in their findings of family functioning as a mediator of adolescent
externalizing behavior. Researchers investigated the mediating role of family functioning in the
relationship of parental problem drinking and adolescent externalizing behavior over time (Finan
et al., 2015). Seven public high schools with adolescents participated in the study by completing
surveys administered by trained research staff onsite; parental surveys were collected via mail
(Finan et al., 2015). Family functioning was measured with the cohesion subscale in the Family
Satisfaction Scale (FSS; Needham, 2008), which gathered the youth’s satisfaction with the level
of closeness to their family (Finan et al., 2015). Findings demonstrated indirect paths for
maternal and paternal problems drinking negatively predicting family cohesion and an indirect
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path for parental problem drinking and later adolescent externalizing behavior (Finan et al.,
2015). For both girl and boys, family cohesion mediated the relationship between paternal
problem drinking and aggression and rule breaking behavior in boys (Finan et al., 2015).
Family Functioning and Parental Stress. Family functioning was found to be a
mechanism through which maternal emotion regulation influenced parenting and child behaviors
(Crandall et al., 2016). Parental stress led to maternal emotion dysregulation at which some
mothers responded with maternal distancing or maternal emotional reactivity (Crandall et al.,
2016). Family functioning processes were less effective by maternal emotional distancing in two
ways. The first was due to mothers avoiding distress resulting in missed opportunities to help
their child in potentially confrontational situations and helping them to face challenging
situations and problem-solve (Crandall et al., 2016). The second came as a response to the
emotional distancing by the family members as this interfered with individual members’ sense of
family participation (Skowron et al., 2009). In this study, maternal emotional distancing was a
stronger predicator of family functioning, parenting, and adolescent behaviors than emotional
reactivity. Parental stress resulting in maternal emotional distancing could potentially be more
harmful to family functioning and adolescent behaviors than reactive maternal emotional
outbursts (Crandall et al., 2016).
Family Functioning and Adolescent Externalizing Behavior. Đurišić (2018)
established a link between family functioning (climate) and youth externalizing behavior
problems. In this study, a sample of 135 students with externalizing behavior between the ages
of 11 to 14 years old participated in completing evaluations with the Achenbach System of
Empirically Based Assessment Youth Self-Report (ASEBA YSR; Achenbach & Rescoria,
2001). Family functioning was measured through the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Scale –
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IV (FACES-IV; Olson 2009) to further examine the family relationship quality. Findings showed
that youth with externalizing behavior lived with families with problematic functioning (Đurišić,
2018). Families with low quality family relationships had poor adaptability and connectivity and
poor communication and dissatisfaction (Đurišić, 2018).
Family Functioning and Ethnicity. The family is the corner stone of life span
development. Ethnicity, through the infusion of cultural values, beliefs, and attitudes, influences
the family unit. Family functioning is reflected in each family member and ethnicity influences
relationships and interactions between members and outside of the home (Huey et al., 2014).
Ethnicity and cultural integration are a critical component in current psychosocial treatments
(Huey et al., 2014). Studies highlight family values that can be leveraged as strengths as part of
the family functioning . For example, Lorenzo-Blanco (2017) completed a longitudinal study on
Hispanic parents and found a relationship between the parent’s cultural stress and depressive
symptoms and predicted parent’s reporting of lower family functioning. The adolescent was also
reporting lower levels of family functioning because of parental cultural stress (Lorenzo-Blanco,
2017). Essentially the findings highlighted that parent symptomology of depression and family
function were important mediators in the relationship of parent cultural stress and adolescent
behavior problems (Lorenzo-Blanco, 2017). In Latino families, familismo is a strong emphasis
on family and has varying levels of impact on family functioning, which can be observed in the
dimension of family cohesion (Calzada et al., 2014). In a study of immigrant families with young
children, mothers reported acculturation stress and their child’s internalizing and externalizing
behavior problems (Calzada et al., 2014). Findings suggested that maternal familismo can have a
positive or negative impact on early developmental outcomes (Calzada et al., 2014).
Familismo was found to have a positive association for boys and a negative association with
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economically disadvantaged with adaptive behavior in a Mexican American sample (Calzada et
al., 2014).
In another study by Washington and colleagues (2015), family interconnectedness
through collectivism, parental support, and religiosity were examined in African American
families. Interconnectedness in the family reflected factors that historically enabled African
Americans to endure difficulties and remain in overall good behavioral health. Another study
found that family interconnectedness (parental support and family support) was linked to
children with a decreased likelihood to engage in risk behaviors and are more likely have
adaptive behaviors (Washington et al., 2013).
Family Functioning in Multisystemic Therapy. Huey and colleagues (2000) identified
two key mediators that impact MST treatment of family functioning and negative peer
associations. Findings supported the association between therapist model adherence to improved
family functioning and reductions in delinquent peer affiliations, which resulted in reduced
antisocial behavior (Huey et al., 2000). Several studies have found the importance of familyfocused interventions for delinquency prevention (Henneberger et al., 2013). Improving family
functioning is a focus of Multisystemic therapy. The MST Theory of Change leads to reductions
of severe conduct problems in adolescents (Weiss et al., 2015). Several studies have established
parental stress as a strong predictor of childhood maladjustment and adolescent externalizing
behavior (Östberg & Hagekull, 2013). Lowering parental stress can lead to improvements in the
adolescent’s problem behavior. Parental stress seems particularly relevant to study in the context
of MST as an important focus to increase treatment intervention effectiveness as they are carried
out by parents. The goal of the current study is to examine whether the relationship between
parental stress and reductions in adolescent externalizing behavior would be mediated, at least in
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part, by increased family functioning in the dimensions of adaptability and cohesion. A
mediational study on families with adolescents can help identify the processes for behavior
change observed in treatment outcomes (Dekovic et al., 2012). Positive family functioning
through the familial relationships may support the family’s use of MST interventions more
completely. Improved family functioning in the form of parent-child relationships positively
impact the youth’s ability to receive requested changes by the parent and more readily accept the
interventions to modify their behavior (Weiss et al., 2015).
In a qualitative study by Tighe and colleagues (2012), family accounts supported the
MST theory of change (Huey et al., 2000) by sharing the positive impact on improved family
relationships and parenting skills. Respondents also identified key components of the
intervention that led to these improved parenting and relationship outcomes, such as
implementing a behavior contract, learning how to manage conflict, and the therapist mediating
different viewpoints. It was also found that for older youth, it became increasingly important that
treatment supported working out the parent-child relationship and, in turn, the youth made some
changes in their behavior (Tighe et al., 2012). These findings may be in line with Lundahl and
colleagues (2006) and their review of parent training interventions, which placed a heavy focus
on parents adhering to high levels of structure for behavioral management interventions and
recommended that treatments for adolescent behavioral also consider placing a stronger
emphasis on the quality of the parent-child relationships and the integration of values.
The implementation of MST into real world settings have shown that treatment is
efficacious for adolescent externalizing behavior. Furthermore, it has also been effectively
transported across ethnically diverse families. Although, there have been some studies on
ethnicity as a moderator, studies have focused on the caregiver emotional bond with therapists
and early treatment response. Additional commentary on the role of ethnicity can further
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highlight the effect that it has on parental stress, externalizing behavior, and family functioning.
MST is an effective treatment for adolescent externalizing behavior all families with a
supporting theory of change that focuses on family functioning to promote systemic positive
change for the adolescent, parent, and family.
Chapter Summary
Parental stress has been associated with childhood maladjustment problems. Numerous
studies have examined the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing
behavior (Brown et al., 2018; Meier et al., 2018; Mendenhall & Mount, 2011) and studies have
also identified the mediating role of family functioning with adolescents and problematic
behavior (Henneberger et al., 2016; Mikolajczak et al., 2018) . Multisystemic therapy, the
family-based treatment identified for adolescent externalizing behavior, has numerous studies on
treatment outcomes connected to therapist adherence to the model, to parenting practices like
monitoring, and behavior contracts (Zajac et al., 2015). Further studies are warranted in
connection to Multisystemic therapy’s theory of change, which supports that improvement in
family functioning reduces externalizing behavior and negative peer associations both for
majority families and ethnically diverse families (Henggeler, 2011). This study sought to add to
the MST literature on parental stress and the mediator of family functioning while considering
ethnicity as a moderator. The following chapter will review the methodology of the study.
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Chapter III: Methods
The first and second chapters provided a review of the literature related to parental stress
and adolescent externalizing behavior and family functioning as a mediator in the treatment of
youth problem behavior and Multisystemic therapy (MST). This chapter reviews the research
purpose and presents the research questions and hypotheses. Next, is the description of the
study’s participant recruitment and the description of the measures used in this study. Finally, the
research procedures will be outlined, preceded by an explanation of the statistical tests used to
analyze the data and test the hypotheses.
Research Purpose
The purpose of this study was to assess the relationship between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior and the mediation of family functioning on this relationship.
Specifically, the researcher examined parental stress related to the Stress Index for Parents of
Adolescents (SIPA; Sheras et al., 1998) and the Barriers to Treatment Participation (BTPS;
Kazdin et al., 1995) in relation to adolescent externalizing behavior related to the Childhood
Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991). The research used quantitative archival data to
determine the relationship between caregiver parental stress and adolescent externalizing
behavior. The mediation of family functioning of families participating in Multisystemic therapy
was also reviewed.
Further research is needed for examining the specific role of parental stress in MST
families and the relationship it has to MST youths’ adolescent externalizing behavior. Although
parental stress has been linked to adolescent externalizing behavior, the specifics around the
types of parental stress of MST parents, to best of the knowledge of this researcher, has not been
exclusively studied. Understanding the facets of parental stress can help better conceptualize
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how the different types of parental stress influence the youth’s behavior. In relation to the family
functioning, it is already known that family functioning has some level of impairment when
families come into treatment for MST.
Examining the family functioning dimensions as they change during MST treatments and
applied interventions connects to the MST Theory of Change, which is addressed to intervene
risk factors that contribute to adolescent externalizing behavior. Furthermore, considering the
role of ethnicity in family functioning can have more treatment implications in MST and other
parent training programs for adolescent externalizing behavior.
Investigating the parents’ experience, perceived stress, and the impact it has on youth
problematic behavior can help identify explanations of MST treatment efficacy. Also,
investigation of the mediation role in this relationship, through the real-life lens of the ethnic
diversity for MST families, can help identify explanations of MST treatment efficacy. This, in
turn, can contribute to the current need for understanding diverse families in a demographically
changing society and strengthen the tenets of mechanisms of change in the MST treatment
approach. Identification of the mechanisms of change in family functioning, through the
relationship implications of parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior through this
research, supports the clinical and research community; it also considers the importance of
assessing and intervening in the caregiver’s parental stress when it behaves as a contributing
factor in adolescent externalizing behavior and becomes a barrier to treatment progress.
Continuing to add the rich MST literature can support the overall quest to interrupt the trajectory
of adolescent externalizing behavior to adult lifespan problems and empower families to be that
ultimate solution both in short-term and long-term MST treatment outcomes.
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Research Questions and Hypotheses
Research Question 1
Do significant correlations exist between parental stress as measured by the Stress Index
for Parents of Adolescents (Sheras et al., 1998) and the Barriers to Treatment Participation Scale
(Kazdin et al., 1995) and adolescent externalizing behavior as measured by the Child Behavior
Checklist (Achenbach, 1991) among families participating in Multisystemic therapy?
Hypothesis 1. There will be a significant correlation between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior as reported by families participating in Multisystemic therapy.
Null hypothesis 1. There will be not any relationship between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior as reported by families participating in Multisystemic therapy.
Research Question 2
Does ethnicity function as a moderator between parental stress and adolescent
externalizing behavior?
Hypothesis 2. Ethnicity will function as a moderating variable between parental stress
and adolescent externalizing behavior.
Null hypothesis 2. Ethnicity is not a moderating variable between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior.
Research Question 3
Does family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesiveness) as measured by
the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale – III (Olson et al., 1985) mediate the
relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior?
Hypothesis 3a. Families reporting higher levels of family adaptability predict reductions
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior.
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Null hypothesis 3a. Families reporting lower levels of family adaptability predict
reductions between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior.
Hypothesis 3b. Families reporting higher levels of family cohesion predict reductions
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior.
Null Hypothesis 3b. Families reporting lower levels of family cohesion predict
reductions between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior.
Research Question 4
Is there any difference between ethnic groups of family pretest and posttest reporting of
family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesion)?
Hypothesis 4a: There will be a significant difference in the level of family adaptability
between ethnic groups.
Null hypothesis 4a: There will not be a significant difference in the level of family
adaptability between ethnic groups.
Hypothesis 4b: There will be a significant difference in the level of family cohesion
between ethnic groups.
Null hypothesis 4b: There will not be a significant difference in the level of family
cohesion between ethnic groups.
Research Design
This study utilized a longitudinal design that was used to determine the relationship
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior in MST, and to also examine if
this relationship was mediated by family functioning and moderated by ethnicity. There was no
control for the parent grant study nor this current study. All the treated families received MST.
Other research studies for MST treated families have used control groups of treatment as usual
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programs adding support for MST treatment effectively addressing adolescent externalizing
behavior, improving family functioning of diverse families (Henggeler & Schaeffer, 2016; Huey
et al., 2000; Schoenwald et al., 2003)
Selection of Participants
The participants were recruited and participated in the Federally funded (NIMH
1R01MH68813) 5-year grant with the principal investigator, Phillippe Cunningham. The original
study was designed to examine the interaction of variables (child, family, environment, and
treatment adherence) that impact MST treatment outcomes of MST in community mental health care
settings. The parent study was conducted in Denver, Colorado using two well-established MST

community mental health sites providing MST services to 185 youth and families. The families
met inclusionary criteria for the following: (a) the adolescent was between the ages of 12 and 17
years, (b) the adolescent was referred for externalizing behavior, (c) the adolescent’s residence
was in the parent's home for at least one-month pretreatment and (d) at least one parent willingly
participated in treatment. Also, the family was required to speak either English or Spanish to
participate in the study.
The current study used a longitudinal design to examine changes in parental stress,
adolescent externalizing behavior, and family functioning during MST treatment. These changes
were assessed at two times, at the beginning of treatment and at the end of treatment.
The MST treatment was carried out by master's level therapists who are supervised by
MST supervisors and an MST expert. The MST therapists carry a low a workload of four to six
families and have availability to families for 24 hours a day and seven days a week. The duration
of treatment typically lasts for four to six months. There were 49 therapists who participated in
the treatment of 185 youth and families. The average demographics of the therapists are as
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follows: 31.8 years old, gender was 67% female, and ethnicity was 77% Caucasian, 12%
Latino/a, 2% African American, and 9% other ethnicity.
The ethnicities of the families participating in the study were 53% Caucasian, 25%
Latino/a, 19% African American, and 3% other classifications. The reasons for treatment
involved an array of externalizing behavior problems in the home, school, and community
around absconding, aggression, rule breaking, status offenses, delinquency, mental health
symptoms, substance use, family conflict, and school challenges.
In the present study, archival data from the grant was analyzed to assess change in the
parental stress for the parents, adolescent externalizing behavior for the youth, and family
functioning for families that received MST treatment. The focus of the current study was on
measures given within the first month after treatment began (Time 1) and post treatment (Time
4).
This section provides a complete description of the measures used in the study and
presents the information on reliability, validity, origin, and appropriateness or rationale for
inclusion in the study. The instruments that were used for this study were included in
Instrumentation
Demographic Questionnaire. Participants of youth and parent were administered
demographic questionnaires that asked their age, gender, race, ethnicity, status of finances
including financial assistance, parent level of education, and youth legal status during treatment
Time 1 (T1). The reasons for referral were also gathered. Specifically, caregiver ethnicity was
examined as a moderator of the relationship between the predictor variable and adolescent
externalizing behavior as reported by parent.
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Adolescent Externalizing Behavior. Parents completed the Child Behavior Checklist
(CBCL), which consists of 113 behavior problem items applicable to children ranging between
the age of four to 18 years old (Achenbach, 1991). The CBCL has three behavior scales that
measure for internalizing, externalizing, and total behavior problems in the child. It is also a
well-validated measure of youth functioning and, in previous studies, has related to
MST treatment effects (Eeren et al., 2018; Tiernan et al., 2015) Specifically for the present
study, the externalizing behavior scale, as completed by the parent, was used to assess the
adolescent’s externalizing behavior as an outcome measure where each item had a rating of zero
to two, zero being “not true” and two being “very true” or “often true.” The measure was
provided to the parent five times during the parent study. Specifically, Time 1 (pretreatment) and
Time 4 (discharge) will be reviewed for this current study (Rescorla et al., 2017)
Family Functioning. The Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scales-III
(FACES-III; Olson et al., 1985) was used to measure family functioning on two key dimensions
of adaptability and cohesion and was used as the mediation measure. The subscale for
adaptability assessed the parent’s perception of the family’s ability to adjust to environmental
and developmental stressors while renegotiating the family structure, rules, and roles within the
relationships. The Cohesion subscale evaluated the parent’s perception of family closeness,
bonding, and emotional support. The scale items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale rating from
1- almost never to 5- almost always. Low scores signify negative parental perceptions of familial
adaptability and cohesion and the high scores reflect positive family functioning.
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Parental Stress. The Parenting Stress Index (PSI; Abidin, 1983) has three domains for
child, parent, and life stress to assess the source of parenting stress. The parent domain has seven
subscales of Competence, Isolation, Attachment, Health, Role Restriction, Depression, and
Spouse. The life stress scale highlights the experiences of stress outside of the parent-child
relationship. There are 15 scale items answered on a 6-point Likert scale rating from 1- totally
disagree to 6- totally agree. The PSI is the most cited parenting stress measure and has
demonstrated adequate psychometric properties with good norms and internal consistency; it
also has excellent content validity, construct validity, validity generalization, and treatment
sensitivity as well as adequate clinical utility (Holly et al., 2019).
The Barriers to Treatment Participation Scale (BTPS; Kazdin et al., 1987; Kazdin et al.,
1997) is a 44-item questionnaire that measures perceived barriers to participation in treatment;
the parent version was used in this study. The BPTS has four subscales that identify the stressors
and barriers to treatment participation which are competing activities/life stressor, treatment
demands and issues, perceived relevance of treatment, and relationship with the therapist
(Tiernan et al., 2015). Only the subscale for competing activities/life stressors instrument was
used in the present study.
Procedures
Approval will be sought from Liberty University’s Institutional Review Board to conduct
this present study by meeting the requirements for the protection of human subjects (see
Appendix A). All associated consent forms and procedures for the original grant study were
approved by the IRB of the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC), Emory University,
and the University of Colorado School of Medicine (see Appendix B). All the families willingly
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participated and met the inclusion criteria for MST. The present study used archival data
obtained from the larger parent grant, which reduced the levels of risk to participants. The names
of the participants were not known nor used and instead an identification number was provided
to maintain confidentiality.
In the parent grant study, families were contacted via referrals in two well-established
community social services agency sites and invited to participate in the study (Ryan et al., 2013).

Upon meeting MST-inclusionary criteria and signing all consent forms, the parents and youth
completed the first assessment within a month of the referral (Time 1) at their homes. Additional
assessments were completed at different times in the treatment when included the first 12 weeks
(Time 2), 12-14 weeks (Time 3), within two weeks after discharge (Time 4) and six months after
discharge (Time 5). Only information collected at times 1 and 4 were evaluated for the current
study.
Data Processing and Analysis
The archival data was downloaded into IBM SPSS Statistics Version 26 (Hayes &
Rockwood, 2017). Data was screened and missing data was excluded from the analysis.
Preliminary analyses investigated the role of demographic variables related to the youth, family,
and therapist characteristics to assess for possible confounds. Specifically, age, gender, and race
of the youth, caregiver, and therapist, ethnic match of the caregiver and therapist, and family
socioeconomic status were evaluated as potential confounds. Additionally, the time that the
pretreatment assessment occurred was also analyzed as a possible confound due to the difficulty
of getting participants to complete evaluations prior to starting therapy. Confounds were
controlled statistically.
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Chapter Summary
This chapter reviewed the methodology that was used to examine the relationship
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior and the mediation of family
functioning in this relationship from archival data. A sample of 185 families receiving MST
therapy was taken. Recruitment efforts included a convenience sample and participants
completed a demographic questionnaire, the PSI (Abiden, 1983), the BTPS (Kazdin et al., 1987;
Kazdin et al., 1997), the FACES-III (Olson et al., 1985), and the CBCL (Achenbach, 1991). The
results of the data analysis will be presented in Chapter Four. Chapter Five will discuss the
results and the implications for treatment for adolescent externalizing behavior.
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Chapter IV: Results
Restatement of the Purpose
The purpose of this study was to examine how parental stress related to adolescent
externalizing behavior using secondary data. The study examined reasons parents of youth with
externalizing behavior, as measured by the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991),
experienced parental stress using the Stress Index for Parents of Adolescents (SIPA; Sheras et al.,
1998), and the Barriers to Treatment Participation Scale (BTPS; Kazdin et al., 1995). Also, the
mediation of family functioning on this relationship was reviewed using the Family Adaptability
and Cohesion Scale III (FACES III; Olson et al., 1985) as was the moderating role of ethnicity
on family functioning. Participants in the original study were asked to provide demographic
information and answer questions related to parent experience of stress, adolescent externalizing
behavior, and family functioning at the beginning and end of Multisystemic therapy treatment.
Data Screening
Results were assessed for missing data during the initial investigations. It was found that
185 participants completed Time 1 (T1) measure assessments and 16 were missing from Time 4
(T4). From the study, demographic information such as gender, age, ethnicity, and
socioeconomic status of the parents and adolescents was compared the families with missing
data, which resulted in no significant differences between the families observed. Potential
outliers and relationships among the variables were investigated.
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Participant Demographics
A total of 185 families agreed to participate in MST treatment through the informed
consent and the results are displayed in Table 4.1. The families that participated were asked their
age and participants were also asked to indicate their gender as male or female. 85% of the
parents were female and 15% were male. From the sample of 185 parent and adolescent
participants, participants were asked their ethnicity/racial background. 185 parent participants of
the sample reported Caucasian 53%, African American 18%, and Latino 24%. Participants were
asked to indicate their relationship status. 99 out of the 185 parent participants reported being in
a marriage or relationship. Parents who did not have a significant other did not complete the
SIPA subscale for relationship with spouse or partner.
Table 4.1
Demographic Information for Adolescent, Parent and Therapist
Mean (SD) or
% Population
Adolescent (N = 185)
Age
Male Gender
Female Gender
Ethnicity / Race
Caucasian
African American
Latino/a
Parent (N = 185)
Age
Male Gender
Female Gender
Ethnicity / Race
Caucasian
African American
Latino/a
Therapist (N = 49)

15.35 (1.28)
65%
35%
48%
28%
24%
43.62 (9.60)
15%
85%
53%
18%
25%
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31.84 (7.59)
33%
67%
77%
12%
11%
43%

Data Analysis
Tests of Assumptions
Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics Premium Version 26. The
evaluation of assumptions for the multilevel analyses was conducted during the preliminary
analyses. The assumption of independence was assessed due to families being nested within
therapists. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), a quantitative measure of the similarity
among observations within classes such as families being nested within therapists (Baldwin et
al., 2011), was explored. For multilevel analysis, the ICC provides a summary of the overall
strength of an association in between group variance for each outcome score that derived from
nesting within therapists (Irimata, & Wilson, 2018). A cut off value of .10 is often utilized in
identifying problematic levels of non-independence (Vajargah & Masoomehnikbakh, 2015). The
calculated ICC found in the sample ranged from 0 to 0.03. Therefore, there was no concern about
the nesting within therapists as there was minimal variances that occurred at the between level
for therapists.
Descriptive Analyses
Descriptive statistics for adolescent external behavior, parental stress, and family function
were shown in Table 4.2. There was noticeable improvement in terms of adolescent external
behavior CBCL from T1 to T4. Comparison of variables between the participants exhibited
clinically significant change at T4.
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Table 4.2
Means and Standard Deviations of Variables Evaluated in the Study

CBCL Externalizing - Parent
SIPA Life Restrictions - Parent
SIPA Relationship with Spouse/Partner Parent
SIPA Social Alienation – Parent
SIPA Incompetence/Guilt – Parent
BTT Stressors - Therapist
Family Cohesiveness – Parent
Family Adaptability - Parent

T1 (N = 185)
64.61 (12.19)
2.59 (.85)
2.52 (.80)

Mean (SD)
T4 (N = 169)
57.02 (13.85)
2.50 (.95)
2.44 (.83)

Change
8.52 (11.00)
.13 (.81)
.07 (.94)

2.03(.77)
2.66 (.69)
1.74 (1.62)
33.36 (6.39)
23.88 (5.20)

2.09 (.88)
2.49 (.77)
2.40 (2.36)
33.66 (7.04)
22.88 (5.32)

-.04 (.70)
.21 (.61)
-.69 (2.52)
-.41 (6.11)
1.07 (5.38)

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the difference of T1 and T4 for CBCL
externalizing and SIPA subscales and BTPS stressor. There was a significant difference in the
score for CBCL externalizing from T1 to T4, (M = 8.52, SD = 11.00); t (161) = 9.90, p = 0.000.
These results suggest that adolescents from T1 to T4 had decreases in their externalizing
behavior. There was a significant difference in the score for SIPA life restrictions, T1 – T4 (M
=.15, SD = .82); t (163) = 2.31, p = .022. These results suggest that parents from T1 to T4 had
decreases in their parental stress from life restrictions. There was a significant difference in the
score for SIPA incompetence, T1 – T4 (M = .20, SD = .61); t (163) = 4.21, p =.000 . These
results suggest that parents from T1 to T4 had decreases in their parental stress from
incompetence or guilt. There was a significant difference in the score for BTPS stressor from T1
to T4 (M = -.72, SD = 2.54); t (168) = -3.68, p =.000. These results suggest that parents from T1
to T4 had increases in their parental stress from competing activities/life stressors (see Table
4.3).
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Table 4.3
Paired Samples Test
S.E.
Mean
.87

t value

df

8.57

Std
Dev
11.03

9.90

161

Sig (twotailed
.000

.15

.82

.06

.27

163

.022

.20

.61

.05

.29

163

.000

-.72

2.54

.20

-3.68

168

.000

Mean
Pair 1 CBCL Externalizing T1 –
CBCL Externalizing T4 Score
Pair 2 SIPA Life Restrictions T1 –
SIPA Life Restrictions T4 Score
Pair 3 SIPA Incompetence/Guilt T1 –
SIPA Incompetence/Guilt T4 Score
Pair 4 BTPS Competing
Activities/Stressors T1 - BTPS
Competing Activities/Stressors T4

Research Question One: Association between Parental Stress and Adolescent Externalizing
Behavior
Hypothesis one stated that there would be a significant correlation between parental stress
and adolescent externalizing behavior as reported by families participating in Multisystemic
therapy. This hypothesis was tested and confirmed by analyzing the SIPA – Parent Domain
subscales of life restriction (LFR), relationship with spouse or partner (REL), social alienation
(SOC), and incompetence/guilt (INC), and the BTPS – subscale competing activities/life stressor
(STRESSOR) and the CBCL – externalizing score.

Correlations. Pearson correlations were performed to examine the relationship between
parental stress through the SIPA life restriction, SIPA relationship with partner/spouse, SIPA
social alienation, SIPA incompetence/guilt and the BTPS stressors and obstacles that compete
with treatment and adolescent externalizing behavior through the CBCL externalizing. For
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Pearson correlation results and significance levels see Table 4.4. The analysis indicated a
significant relationship between CBCL externalizing change score and SIPA life restrictions
change score (r = .163, p < .05), SIPA social alienation change score (r = .203, p. < .01) and
SIPA incompetence/guilt change score (r = .313, p < .01) and BTPS competing activities/life
stressor (r = .245, p. < .01). This suggests a significant correlation between parents with parental
stress in the form of life restrictions, social alienation, and incompetence/guilt, competing
activities/life stressor and their adolescents with externalizing behavior.
Table 4.4
Correlations between CBCL – Externalizing and SIPA and BTPS Change Score T1-T4
SIPA life
restrictions

SIPA social
alienation

SIPA
incompetence/
guilt
CBCL externalizing
.163*
.203**
.313**
N
167
167
167
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed, p < .05)

BTPS
stressor
.245**
160

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed, p < .01)
The analysis also indicated a significant correlation between CBCL externalizing and
BTPS stressors and obstacles that compete with treatment (r = .245, p < .01). This suggests a
correlation between parents with other life stressors and their adolescents with externalizing
behavior.
Regression. A multiple regression was conducted among the stress predictor variables of
the SIPA and BTPS after controlling for covariates. The analysis was significant, F(13,141) =
3.068, p. = .001 (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance Adolescent Externalizing Behavior by Parental Stress
Model
Regression

df
13

SS
4139.03

MS
318.39

Residual

141

14633.64

103.79

Total

154

18772.67

F
3.07

p
.001

Using the enter method it was found that SIPA life restriction, social alienation,
incompetence, and BTPS stressor explain a significant amount of the variance in the value of
CBCL externalizing (F(13,141) = 3.068, < .05, R2 = .220, R2Adjusted = 0.149). See Table 4.6.
Table 4.6
Model Summaryb
Model

R
.470

R2
.220

R2ADJUSTED
.149

StdE
10.19

R2CHANGE
.143

FCHANGE
6.44

The analysis showed significance for parental stress in the form of incompetence/guilt
that predict adolescent externalizing behavior (Beta = 4.62, t(154) = 2.78, p < .05) and, also,
parental stress in the form of competing activities/stressor that predict adolescent externalizing
behavior (Beta = 1.13, t(154) = 2.78 p < .05). The analysis did not show significance for parental
stress in the form of life restrictions (Beta = -.50, t(154) = -.41, p < .05) or parental stress in the
form of social alienation (Beta = 1.77, t(154) = 1.18, p < .05) (see Table 4.7).
Table 4.7
Regression Analysis Summary for Parental Stress Predicting Adolescent Externalizing
St. Error
12.35

β

(Constant)

B
6.24

t
.76

p
.446

SIPA life restrictions

-.50

1.24

-.038

-.42

.685

Variable
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SIPA social alienation

1.77

1.50

.114

1.18

.241

SIPA incompetence/guilt

4.62

1.66

.255

2.78

.006

BTPS stressor

1.13

.408

.219

2.78

.006

Note: R2ADJUSTED = .149
Research Question Two: Moderation Analysis
A moderation analysis was used to examine the effects of ethnic groups as a moderator
on the change score of T1-T4 predictor variables (i.e., parental stress and externalizing
behavior). Testing on ethnicity moderating the relationship between parental stress and
externalizing behavior was explored. Issues of high multicollinearity with the interaction term
and the variables were centered on the moderation analysis and there were no significant effects
of control variables on outcomes.
Parent ethnicity (see Table 4.8) was examined as a moderator of the relation between significant
predictors of parental stress SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS stressor and CBCL
externalizing. Interaction between BTPS stressor and parent ethnicity was significant (p. =
0.006) (see Figure 4.1). Interaction between SIPA incompetence and parent ethnicity was
significant (p. = 0.006) (see Figure 4.2). The Latino/a group had the weaker relationship between
parental stress change in the SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS competing activities/life
stressor, compared to Caucasian and African American group.
Table 4.8
Descriptives for Adolescent Externalizing Behavior CBCL Externalizing Change Score by Race
Group

Latino/a
African American

N
40
33

Mean
8.48
8.21

SD
10.889
10.971
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Caucasian
Total

89
162

8.76
8.57

11.226
11.026

Figure 4.1.
Association between Parent Barriers to Treatment Participation Stressor Subscale and
externalizing behavior by Ethnicity/Race Group

Figure 4.2.
Association between Parent Stressor Index for Parents of Adolescents Incompetence and
externalizing behavior by Ethnicity group
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Hypothesis two stated that ethnicity would function as a moderating variable between
parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior. This hypothesis was tested by using
separate analyses that involved a dependent t-test for T1 and T4, then a moderation analysis. The
assumptions were met concerning the skewness of the change score all being less than one,
which indicated the distributions were approximately normal. These results suggest that there is a
moderating role of ethnicity on adolescent externalizing behavior and parental stress.
Specifically, the results suggest that when families complete MST treatment, externalizing
behavior and parental stress for life restrictions and incompetence decrease.
Research Question Three: Mediation Analysis
As part of the mediation model using Hayes’ Process Model 4 to investigate the
mediating role of family cohesiveness and family adaptability in the relationship between T4
parental stress of SIPA life restrictions, social alienation, relationship with spouse/partner and
incompetence/guilt, BTPS stressor and adolescent externalizing behavior of CBCL externalizing.
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Family adaptability did not show any significant mediating effect between the relationship of
parental stress subscales and adolescent externalizing behavior. The stress index for parents of
adolescents (SIPA) relationship with spouse/partner did not show any significance.
With barriers to treatment participation scale (BTPS) as the indicator of parental stress,
parental stress was negatively associated with family cohesiveness (β = -0.56 , p = 0.04),
indicating parents with more stressors are less likely to have family cohesiveness, which in turn,
less family cohesiveness was associated with more adolescent externalizing behavior problems
(β = -0.51, p. = 0.0035). In addition, the direct path for parental stressors total score to adolescent
externalizing behavior was positive and significant (β = 1.40, p. = 0.009), suggesting the more
stressors parents have, the more external behavior problems for adolescents. Parental stressors
were found to have an indirect effect on adolescent externalizing behavior through family
cohesiveness (β = 0.28), where the 95% bootstrap confidence interval for unstandardized indirect
effect was 0.01 to 0.66. In combination, parental stressor and family cohesiveness and other
covariates explained 45.5% of the total variance in adolescent externalizing behavior problems
(see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3.
Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between parental stress – stressor and
adolescent externalizing behavior as mediated by family cohesiveness.
Family Cohesiveness
T4
-.56***

-.51***

Parental Stress

Adolescent Externalizing

BTPS Stressor T4

1.40***

Behavior CBCL T4
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(1.68)***
For the SIPA incompetence subscale, parental stress was negatively associated with
family cohesiveness (β = -1.91 , p. = 0.009), indicating parents with more stressors are less likely
to have family cohesiveness, which in turn, less family cohesiveness was associated with more
adolescent externalizing behavior problems (β = -0.47, p = 0.007). In addition, the direct path for
parental stressors total score to adolescent externalizing behavior was positive and significant (β
= 3.78, p = 0.012), suggesting the more stressors parents have, the more external behavior
problems for adolescents. Parental stressors were found to have an indirect effect on adolescent
externalizing behavior through family cohesiveness (β = 0.90), where the 95% bootstrap
confidence interval for unstandardized indirect effect was 0.07 to 1.85 (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4.
Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between parental stress – incompetence
and adolescent externalizing behavior as mediated by family cohesiveness.
Family Cohesiveness
T4
-.191***

-.47***

Parental Stress

Adolescent Externalizing

SIPA Incompetence T4

3.78***

Behavior CBCL T4

(4.63)***
For the SIPA social alienation subscale, parental stress was negatively associated with
family cohesiveness (β = -1.89, p. = 0.003), indicating parents with more stressors are less likely
to have family cohesiveness, which in turn, less family cohesiveness was associated with more
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adolescent externalizing behavior problems (β = -0.53, p. = 0.002). In addition, the direct path
for parental stressors total score to adolescent externalizing behavior was positive and significant
(β = 1.74, p. = 0.183), suggesting the more stressors parents have, the more external behavior
problems for adolescents. Parental stressors were found to have an indirect effect on adolescent
externalizing behavior through family cohesiveness (β = 1.0103), where the 95% bootstrap
confidence interval for unstandardized indirect effect was 0.20 to 2.06 (see Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5.
Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between parental stress – social
alienation and adolescent externalizing behavior as mediated by family cohesiveness.

Family Cohesiveness
T4
-1.89***

-.53***

Parental Stress

Adolescent Externalizing

SIPA Social Alienation T4

1.74***

Behavior CBCL T4

2.79***
For the SIPA life restriction subscale, parental stress was negatively associated with
family cohesiveness (β = -1.73 , p. = 0.003), indicating parents with more stressors are less likely
to have family cohesiveness, which in turn, less family cohesiveness was associated with more
adolescent externalizing behavior problems (β = -0.47, p. = 0.003). In addition, the direct path
for parental stressors total score to adolescent externalizing behavior was positive and significant
(β =3.03 p. = 0.01), suggesting the more stressors parents have, the more external behavior
problems for adolescents. Parental stressors were found to have an indirect effect on adolescent
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externalizing behavior through family cohesiveness (β = 0.8223), where the 95% bootstrap
confidence interval for unstandardized indirect effect was 0.11 to 1.66 (see Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.6.
Standardized regression coefficients for the relationship between parental stress – life
restrictions and adolescent externalizing behavior as mediated by family cohesiveness.
Family Cohesiveness
T4
-1.73***

-.47***

Parental Stress

Adolescent Externalizing

SIPA Life Restriction T4

3.03***

Behavior CBCL T4

3.87***
Hypothesis Three A stated that families that reported higher levels of family adaptability
would predict reductions in parental stress found in the SIPA subscales life restrictions, social
alienation, and incompetence/guilt and BTPS stressor and adolescent externalizing behavior in
CBCL externalizing was not supported.
Hypothesis Three B stated that families that reported higher levels of family cohesion
would predict reductions in parental stress life restrictions, social alienation, relationship with
spouse/partner and incompetence/guilt and BTPS stressor and adolescent externalizing behavior
was supported with the exception for relationship with spouse/partner.
Research Question Four: Family Function Changes by Ethnic Groups
Hypothesis four stated that there would be a significant difference in the levels of overall
pretest and posttest reporting of family cohesion and family adaptability between ethnic groups.
Hypothesis was tested utilizing repeated measures ANOVA on family function variables,
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FACES-III Cohesiveness, and FACES-III Adaptability subscales. Interactions for caregiver
ethnicity and parent reports on FACES-III were not significant. There was not a significant effect
between T1 and T4 Family Cohesiveness, F (2, 161) = 0.77, p < .0005; Wilk's Λ = 0.991, partial
η2 = .009 (see Figure 4.7). There was not a significant effect between T1 and T4 Family
Adaptability, F (2, 161) = 0.77, p < .0005; Wilk's Λ = 1.235, partial η2 = .015 (see Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.7
Family Cohesiveness Pretest and Posttest by Parent Ethnicity/Race

Figure 4.8
Family Adaptability Pretest and Posttest by Parent Ethnicity/Race.
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A general linear model was used to run a repeated measures ANOVA for T1 and T4 of
the mediating variable Family Cohesiveness for parent ethnicity of Latino, African American,
and Caucasian. The same process was used for T1 and T4 mediating variable Family
Adaptability for parent ethnicity. The means and standard deviations were gathered for Family
Cohesiveness and Family Adaptability (see Table 4.9).
Table 4.9
Means and Standard Deviations of Mediator Variables Evaluated in the Study

T1
Family Cohesiveness – Parent
Latino/a
African American
Caucasian
Family Adaptability - Parent
Latino/a
African American
Caucasian

Mean (SD)
SD

T4

SD

32.175
35.455
32.747

6.736
5.799
6.375

33.625
35.151
33.297

6.663
7.412
7.212

24.078
24.152
23.622

6.579
5.702
4.181

23.275
21.879
23.023

5.596
6.670
4.694
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Chapter Summary
A sample of 185 families of parents and adolescents recruited from two MST licensed
program sites in Denver, Colorado participated in this study. Hypothesis One, which stated there
would be a significant correlation between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior
as reported by families participating in Multisystemic therapy, was supported. Hypothesis Two,
which stated ethnicity would function as a moderating variable between parental stress and
adolescent externalizing behavior, was supported. Hypothesis Three A, which stated that families
reporting higher levels of family adaptability would predict reductions in adolescent
externalizing behavior, was not supported. Hypothesis Three B, which stated that families
reporting higher levels of family cohesion would predict reductions in adolescent externalizing
behavior, was supported. Therefore, less family cohesiveness was associated with more
adolescent externalizing behavior problems and more family cohesiveness had less externalizing
behavior problems. Hypothesis Four A, which stated there would be a significant difference in
the level of family adaptability between ethnic groups, was supported. Hypothesis Four B, which
stated there would be a significant difference in the level of family cohesion between ethnic
groups, was not supported. These results will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five.
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Chapter V: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
The purpose of this research was to (a) explore the relationship between parental stress
and adolescent externalizing behavior, (b) examine the moderating role of ethnicity in the
relation between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior, (c) determine if family
functioning, family adaptability, and family cohesion functioned as a mediator in the relationship
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior, and (d) assess for a significant
difference in the levels of overall family functioning, family adaptability, and family cohesion
between ethnic groups pretest and posttest. Chapter Five reviews the data analysis and results
presented in Chapter Four and expands on the significance of the research findings. A review is
provided for the explanations for the research questions, implications for practice and research,
limitations of the study and future research recommendations are outlined.
Summary of Findings
Summary of Demographics
Families participating in MST treatment from two well-established community social
services agencies in Denver, Colorado provided consent to participate in this study. There
were185 parent and adolescent participants. 85% of the parent participants were female and 15%
were male and from this parent sample, 53% were Caucasian, 18% African American and 24%
Latino 24%. 99 out of the 185 parent participants reported being in a marriage or relationship.
The adolescent participants were 65 % male and were an average age of 15.3 years old. The
MST Therapists were 67% female, 33% male, and their ethnicity/ race were 77% Caucasian,
12% Latino and 11% other. The therapist/caregiver same race (ethnic match) was 43%. The
adolescents met MST inclusionary criteria, in which they were 12 to 17 years old, at risk of out-
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of-home placement due to antisocial or delinquent behaviors, and/or youth involved with the
juvenile justice system.
Parents and adolescents’ various measures pertaining to the parent study completed the
first assessment within a month of the referral (Time 1) at their homes. Additional assessments
were completed at different times in the treatment; these included the first 12 weeks (Time 2),
12-14 weeks (Time 3), within two weeks after discharge (Time 4), and six months after
discharge (Time 5). Only information from the measures of the SIPA, BTPS, CBCL, and
FACES-III were used from the collections at Time 1 and Time 4 and evaluated for the current
study.
Hypothesis One
In this study, research question one asked, “Do significant correlations exist between
parental stress as measured by the Stress Index for Parents of Adolescents (Sheras et al., 1998)
and the Barriers to Treatment Participation Scale (Kazdin et al., 1995) and adolescent
externalizing behavior as measured by the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 1991) among
families participating in Multisystemic therapy?” A significant correlation was found between
parental stress (three out of four SIPA subscales for life restrictions, social alienation and
incompetence/guilt, and BTPS subscale competing activities/life stressor) and their adolescents
externalizing behavior (CBCL subscale externalizing behavior) as reported by ethnically diverse
families participating in Multisystemic therapy. These findings are supported by the diathesis
stress model, which confirms family stressor interactions within the parent and child and the
responses in externalizing behavior from the adolescent to their family environment (Rioux et
al., 2016). MST families are multi-problem families that experience various types of stressors
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with parents that have adolescents with challenging behavior that are related to demographics
such as residing in a metropolitan city, having male adolescents, and parent singlehood.
A correlation between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior was
established by the Barroso and colleagues’ (2018) meta-analysis study that systematically
reviewed 133 studies of children with externalizing behavior across various clinical groups of
Autism Spectrum Disorder/Developmental Delays, chronic illness, with or at-risk for behavioral
and/or mood disorders; they found a correlation with a large effect size between parenting stress
and child externalizing behavior problems with a weighted ES of r = 0.57 (95% CI = 0.56 to
0.58, p < 0.001). Additionally, the meta-analysis found that the level of parental stress and
familial stress and adversity, such as social assistance, interpersonal conflicts at home, and
domestic violence also predicted treatment participation and outcomes (Barroso et al., 2018).
The families in this study resided in the metropolitan city of Denver, Colorado, which
potentially exposed them to various community problems that were sources of stress. Some
families in MST are impacted by limitations in access to resources. The Williams and Sánchez
qualitative study (2013) conducted on inner city African American families found that time
poverty (limited time), lack of access, lack of financial resources, and lack of awareness often
produced stressed and interfered with the parents’ ability to be more involved in their
adolescent’s schooling. Challenges in the school system are a typical referral behavior in MST.
Weiss and colleagues (2013) found that adolescents in MST were truant, approximately .4
standard deviations higher than those in the control group. In consideration of the correlation
between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior and the common referral behavior
school problems, it is likely that problem behavior in the school system was not the only system
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that was impacted. Multi-problems in multiple systems would heighten parental stressors and
without an increase in parental involvement, it would likely exacerbate the adolescents’
challenges in the school and other systems. These types of barriers can typically be found for
families participating in MST treatment.
When viewing the gender, a higher percentage of families (65%) had a male. Gender has
been discussed as an important demographic in consideration of externalizing behavior. The
Bacchini and colleagues’ (2011) study resulted in the male adolescents having higher levels of
involvement in antisocial behavior due to high level of stressor exposures, such as community
violence (both as a victim and a witness) and low level of parental monitoring. Male adolescents
may more often than females exhibit externalizing behavior and therefore, require more parental
bandwidth during adolescence, adding to the parental stress experience.
The present study had 86 single parents out of 185 parent participants which is almost
half (46.5%) of the sample. Consideration to the family constellation of single parent families are
important as they have their own unique set of challenges. Potentially relevant findings highlight
the specific SIPA subscales for life restrictions and social alienation as being correlated to CBCL
externalizing which may suggest that single parents struggle with having sufﬁcient time to
connect with their social support and invest in parental control practices when compared to twoparent families that can share the parental load (Cho et al., 2018). Adolescents from single
parent-families appear more at risk for exhibiting social difﬁculties, poor academic functioning,
drug abuse, juvenile delinquency, and aggressive behavior (Hamama & Ronen-Shenhav, 2012)
which are the typical referral behaviors seen in MST.
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Hypothesis Two
Research question two was “Does ethnicity function as a moderator between parental
stress and adolescent externalizing behavior?” In the analysis, ethnicity functioned as a
moderating variable of the relation between parental stress SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS
stressor and adolescent externalizing behavior CBCL externalizing. Interaction between BTPS
stressor and parent ethnicity was significant (p. = 0.006) and the interaction between SIPA
incompetence and parent ethnicity was significant (p. = 0.006). The African American and
Caucasian groups saw the strongest change in the T1-T4 change score. In other words, these two
groups had the stronger relation of the SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS competing
activities/life stressor and externalizing behavior. African American and Caucasian parents had
the strongest impact of higher levels of incompetence/guilt and life stressors predict high levels
of adolescent externalizing behavior. The Latino group had the weaker relationship between
parental stress change in the SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS competing activities/life
stressor and did not have a more pronounced change compared to the Caucasian and African
American group. This outcome is similar to the Barroso and colleagues’ (2018) study where
their moderation analyses also indicated a larger effect for the relation between parenting stress
and child externalizing behavior problems with non-Hispanics. There are two potential reasons
for these findings. The first is possible underreporting of psychosocial challenges, parenting
stress, and adolescent behavior problems (Villatoro et al., 2014). Latino families may not easily
report the struggles occurring in the home to a non-family member and professional therapist.
The second is cultural value of familismo where Latino mothers value the loyalty of family,
reciprocity, and solidarity that reduces parenting stress and performs as a protective factor (Gallo
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et al., 2009). This value may promote Latino parents to actively seek out solutions through
consulting others in their family network to consult and problem-solve.
Caucasian and African American families have likely been more often exposed to
therapy, perhaps facilitating their ability to be more open about the challenges experienced in the
areas of parental stress and youth behavioral issues. Latinos may not have had this exposure to
formal therapy to address problems. The limited therapy exposure may have been augmented
further if English was not spoken or if English proficiency was limited as the language barrier
was found when accessing treatment or knowledge about existing therapies (Kim et al., 2011).
An additional finding suggests that, for Latinos, ethnic matching may be beneficial in supporting
the therapeutic alliance, as it promotes treatment adherence and can lead to reductions in youth
problematic behavior (Chapman & Schoenwald, 2011).
Hypothesis Three
Research question three asked, “Does family functioning (family adaptability, family
cohesiveness) as measured by the Family Adaptability and Cohesion Evaluation Scale – III
(Olson et al., 1985) mediate the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing
behavior?” The mediating role of family cohesiveness and family adaptability was explored in
the relationship between T4 parental stress of SIPA life restrictions, social alienation,
relationship with spouse/partner and incompetence/guilt, BTPS stressor and adolescent
externalizing behavior of CBCL externalizing. In this study, it was found that family cohesion
mediated the relationship between parental stress SIPA subscales of life restrictions, social
alienation, and incompetence/guilt and BTPS life stressors and adolescent externalizing behavior
of CBCL externalizing. Family cohesion, which supports relational interactions within the family
members as demonstrations of shared affection, support, commitment, and helpfulness
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(Rabinowitz et al., 2016) mediated the relationship between parental stress and externalizing
behavior. Across these MST families, higher levels of cohesiveness, as marked by effective
communication and having family members support each other during times of distress and
particularly assist in effectively decreasing the distress of the adolescent, would intervene and
interrupt stressor interactions within the home environment (Rabinowitz et al., 2016). From a
cultural perspective, the strengths of African American families in their family
interconnectedness through collectivism, parental support, social support and religiosity would
likely mediate the likelihood of adolescents engaging in risk behaviors and are more likely to
reflect having adaptive behaviors (Washington et al., 2013). For Latino families, family cohesion
in the form of familismo would instill the relationship investment to place a strong emphasis on
family unity and coming together (Calzada et al., 2014).
Several studies have found that positive family functioning (Tolou-Shame et al., 2018)
holds several benefits for the parents and adolescent. Family functioning is a predictor of
adolescent externalizing behavior (Henneberger et al., 2013; Huey et al., 2000; Weiss et al.,
2015). It was also found that families with adolescents with externalizing behavior had more
conflict and chaotic relationships than other well-adjusted families, according to the pre- and
post-treatment results (Joh et al., 2013). It is important to note that this study had partial
mediation of family functioning dimension of family cohesion where the parent was composed
of 85% mothers and 15% fathers. In the Burstein and colleagues’ study (2012), parental
perceptions of family functioning were mediators in the relationship between parental
psychopathology and adolescent problems as reported by fathers and not mothers. Findings
highlight the importance of examining how mothers and fathers may differentially impact
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adolescent problems in substance-abusing families (Burstein et al., 2012). The parent gender
may warrant further attention in how they are leveraged during treatment.
In the present study, families did not report higher levels of family adaptability predicting
reductions in adolescent externalizing behavior. There was no significant difference. This finding
may further reflect the scarcity of studies reporting on the specific dimension of family
adaptability. The finding of no mediation from family adaptability was different than the Joh and
colleagues’ (2013) study, which found that low family adaptability during adolescence led to an
increase in adolescent behavior problems due to the higher demands for attention and the parents
being unable to adequately meet the needs. Also, Crow and Lyness (2014) reported that when
increased levels of family adaptability exist, families could reframe mental illness or distress in a
more positive light and therefore, would impact the relationship between parental stress in the
form of life restrictions and life stressors with this lens and facilitate better communication
around these challenges. These two studies mark the benefit of families having the skills for
family adaptability. Perhaps the absence of this specific mediation highlights the possible need
for treatment focus on ensuring parents and families have the skills to increase their tolerance
and ability to be flexible during the ups and downs of life.
Families, in this present study, reported higher levels of family cohesion predicting
reductions in adolescent externalizing behavior. Stronger levels of cohesion were reported as
beneficial for youth development of socially appropriate responses and the management of social
tensions. Family cohesion helps adolescents with negative emotional reactivity learn how to
better regulate their state of emotions and to develop more positive perceptions of others,
decreasing their negative responses based on anger or fear when threats are perceived
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(Rabinowitz et al., 2016). Therefore, the improvement of family cohesion in MST treatment
supported the reduction of the adolescents externalizing behavior and in the parental stress for
life restrictions, social alienation, and incompetence/guilt and BTPS life stressors in the families
receiving MST.
Hypothesis Four
The fourth question inquired, “Is there any difference between ethnic groups of family
pretest and posttest reporting of family functioning (family adaptability and family cohesion)?”
There was not a significant difference in the level of any of these dimensions. Although, several
studies found the importance of family-focused interventions and improving family functioning
for delinquency prevention (Henneberger et al., 2013), there were not significant changes in
family functioning as reported by the measure. Similar findings resulted for the Weiss and
colleagues (2013) study on the independent randomized clinical trial for Multisystemic therapy.
Parents reported on the FACES Cohesion and Adaptability subscales and no significant effects
involving time nor significant changes either overall or differentially by group were found.
Perhaps, the parents were unable to mark changes in these dimensions once they were
established at the beginning of treatment or were not able to relate how changes in parent and
adolescent behavior along with new skills connected to overall family functioning, family
adaptability, and family cohesion. Significant differences can also be lacking in the parents’
reporting while they learn and implement a range of parent interventions that place a heavy focus
on high levels of structure for behavior management, which impacts the parent and adolescent
experience of closeness (cohesion) and flexibility (adaptability) as negative (Fosco et al., 2019).
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Implications for Practice
The present study contributes to the field of adolescent development, family studies, and
cultural applications of ethnicity. While the primary purpose of this study was to further
establish the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior as well
as to review the roles of family functioning as mediators and ethnicity as a moderator for
families receiving MST, there were also some critical implications that amplify the continued
need for advocacy by ensuring access to evidence-based treatments like MST for clients and
families of all ethnic/racial backgrounds and that treatments be culturally informed in their
approach. The ACA Advocacy Competencies (2010) ground the counselor’s actions to work on
a continuum for advocacy while incorporating multicultural and ethical considerations.
Therapists working with ethnically diverse families supporting parents who intervene in their
adolescent’s problematic behavior that often leads to juvenile justice interventions can truly
support across the advocacy continuum starting from the microlevel of direct client advocacy to
community/system advocacy to social advocacy, one family at a time.
This research confirms the impact of parental stress on adolescents and families. Findings
can be generalized for ethnically diverse families of adolescents with externalizing behavior if
the inclusionary criteria remain, selection process remains well-designed, and sample is
representative of study population. Clinicians can increase awareness around the impact of
parental stress, family functioning, and ethnic/cultural values within the context of the family
constellation to better assess and intervene in these aspects and their relations to youth
problematic behavior. Findings highlight the key types of parental stress that is correlated with
problematic behavior in youth. Specifically, social alienation, life restrictions,
incompetence/guilt and competing activities/life stressors. Four out of five of these types of
parental stress relate to external stressors while incompetence/guilt is more likely related to
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direct parenting stress. Findings on family functioning studies highlight the relevance of familycentered interventions aimed at increasing family cohesion, family adaptability, and ways to
effectively cope with the parenting demands of child health and behavior-related (Mendes et al.,
2016). Huey and colleagues (2014) conducted a summary of ten meta-analyses evaluating
culturally tailored treatments and concluded relevant findings in which culturally tailored
interventions were efficacious for ethnic minorities and that due to the increased cultural
diversity and uptake of mental health care, it is beneficial to use treatment approaches with
effective cultural competence strategies.
For therapists and supervisors conducting individual, group, and family therapy, it is
relevant to assess for parental stress in clients as it is linked to clinically presenting problems.
Parental stress is a real experience that will likely only increase over time with the added
expectations and responsibilities (Sayer et al., 2004) and can impact treatment retention and
outcomes. Kazdin (2019) recently recommended adding a treatment component that addresses
the parental sources of stress to improve treatment outcome for the child. The effects of
treatment can be observed in improvements across the adolescent’s behavior, reductions in
parental stress and depression, including the improvement of family relations. Targeting parental
stress entails focusing on external stressors in addition to the parenting stress that results from
the challenging adolescent behavior. Intervention design can address the parental experience of
social alienation, life restrictions, competing activities/life stressors by using this assessment
language to identify the type of stressor that is most significant for the parent (McQuillan et al.,
2019).
Attention in warranted around improving parental stress in mothers due to their
multifaceted role within families and their community, as according to the U.S. Department of
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Labor (2018), which reports that 71.5% of mothers work outside of the home. If the aim is to
improve parent well-being to increase their ability for parenting and participation in treatment,
there needs to be a focus for supporting parents to manage various types of stress (Kazdin,
2019). Single parenting is also an element to consider in the full context of a client’s experience
due to the added responsibilities around managing the home and parenting. Counselors and
supervisors can better target clinical problems when they understand the contributing factors and
develop treatment plans accordingly. Detailed assessments and the prioritization of the most
relevant and important type of parental stress can lead the clinician and parent to co-create
interventions that provide skills training and resiliency training (Bowman, 2012).
Cultural implications for family specific intervention can further assist in harnessing
cultural strengths or adaptive coping strategies for ethnic/racial family groups. For African
American mothers and parents of color, this can include seeking extended family support,
religious beliefs as effective cognitive buffers, and enlisting community-level supports
(Bowman, 2012; Mendenhall et al., 2013). For Latino families, additional time may be needed
for joining and strengthening the therapeutic alliance to gain a better sense of the problems.
Consideration of leveraging the cultural values, such as familismo, to enlist support for the parent
in the management of stress and the adolescent behavior problems. Also, respeto instills a sense
of honor and respect to one another in the family and can be a construct to leverage for
increasing adolescent participation in the family and treatment (Morena et al., 2017). This can be
an important value during adolescence where honoring the parent(s) and the eldest in the family
can promote responsible behavior. These two culturally specific values in Latino families have
been found to predict lower rates of substance use, which is a common treatment target in MST
(Moreno et al., 2017). For American families and likely Caucasian families, individualism that
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promotes the youth’s independence and pursuit of their personal aspirations, despite it being
different that the family’s expectations, are often supported (Oudekerk et al., 2015). It may be
beneficial to frame the treatment process and the parent’s involvement as directly contributing to
overall independence and autonomy.
MST therapy incorporates the nine MST treatment principles to guide treatment, which
would include targeting the types of parental stress that contribute to adolescent referral behavior
(Zajac et al., 2015). Specifically, the use of Principle Two (focusing on positives and strengths,
in particular) offers the MST therapist the opportunity to identify the positives assessed in the
youth, family, and ecology and use the strengths as levers for positive change in ethnically
diverse families. The use of the family strengths in treatment ensure that the parents and family
use skills and resources that already exist in their repertoire, which can increase their sense of
confidence and hope, intentionally identify protective factors, and decrease the tensions and
frustrations by engaging in problem solving. This strength-based approach reinforces the natural
personal parental strengths that will be more readily available to them when facing chronic
adversity within their home and community. In-depth assessment of parental struggles is to
include the types of parental stress, the intersectionality of family functioning and the impact
cultural/ethnic values. Consideration is needed during the clinical assessment for three types of
parental stressors, (1) parenting stress, (2) life stressors, and (3) ethnic/cultural stress; this can
help clinicians better understand the caregiver strain experience (Green et al., 2020; Mayberry &
Hefliner, 2013; Östberg & Hagekull, 2013). MST treatment is among the most effective form of
therapies for adolescents with externalizing behavior as it focuses on understanding the faulty
relational interactions between the adolescent and the parent, peers, school, and community.
Essentially, this treatment target specificity can enhance treatment participation, retention, and
outcomes of families from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
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Implications for Counselor Education
Educators and researchers in the field of counseling, counselor education, and
supervision lead the education and training of students seeking a degree. The research study
indicated the relationship between parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior and the
moderation of ethnicity and partial mediation of family functioning (family cohesion) on this
relationship. Parental stress can impact any parent who can be a client, student and counselor
educator, and researcher. The increased demands parents face in parenting during this time in
history comes with the associated complex issues connected to modern parental involvement
expectations. Pandemic related social and health adjustments and racial societal tensions have
serious potential implications for treatment participation, retention and outcomes, student
attrition, and counselor educator and research career burnout.
Effective counseling and the equipping of counselors-in-training, counselor educators,
and supervisors are needed now more than ever. Advocacy to ensure that clients have access to
counseling begins with ensuring that there are sufficient counselors-in-training that complete
their degrees as well as retaining counselors, counselor educators, and supervisors. To heighten
educating and training resources, it is necessary to build on the current knowledge base of
barriers to treatment engagement and participation. Parental stress will reach many clients,
students, and professionals and adolescents will only face more challenges in a tech-savvy world
where access has no bounds. It is critical to prepare counselors to treat some family-level needs,
even when their focus is individual counseling, because group therapy can reveal at home or
family of origin challenges. Students and counseling professionals who are increasing
nontraditional students may also present to have family related challenges that can influence
their retention. Ultimately, helping these students and professionals to generalize leveraging their
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strengths of support in academia, peers, and family in their treatment work with parents will also
help them persist in serving clients while they battle parenting challenges themselves. If we are
to meet the needs of counseling and mental health care, we must retain our students and
professionals to do the clinical work necessary to aid our society.
Implications for Research
The current study highlights important research-oriented gaps, calling for more treatment
process research and for additional studies on parental stress and the emerging parental
exhaustion literature. Treatment models like MST use their theory of change to inform their
treatment targets. Further evaluation to identify the mechanisms of change by which treatments
bring about positive and therapeutic is warranted (Kazdin & Nock, 2003). Particularly,
understanding what processes and interventions lead to the improved adolescent’s behavior and
the family’s functioning during the course of treatment. MST is a treatment model informed by
years of research. Continued research focus on this therapy can influence policy and legislation
that ensures adolescents and families receive the best research-informed care. This pushes the
envelope on the continuum of advocacy that goes beyond the scope of client and community
advocacy and moves into social/political advocacy that is most needed during these times of
needed social justice.
In the emerging literature for parental burnout, there are three negative outcomes when a
parent transitions from parental stress to burnout; parent’s express emotional distancing to their
child, have a sense of being ineffective in their parental role, and have overwhelming exhaustion
(Mikolajczak et al., 2018). Findings highlighted the increased risk for parental burnout could be
found in parent characteristics, parenting practices, and family functioning (conflict, interparental disagreement, poor partner satisfaction, and family disorganization) (Mikolajczak et al.,
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2018). Studying parental stress in efforts to seek both prevention and treatment can stop the
pathway that leads to parental burnout and places even high risks on the child and youth in the
home.
Recommendations for Future Research
The present study contributed to the existing literature regarding the relationship between
parental stress and adolescent externalizing behavior. The study addressed gaps in the literature
regarding the moderation role of ethnicity and the mediating role of family functioning in the
relationship between parental stress and adolescent behavior. Although, further studies on
treatment process are warranted in the area of parental stress and the negative outcomes that have
been linked to child development and problem behaviors, it is important to simultaneously
consider the unique needs of ethnically diverse families, single parenthood, and female
caregivers. Evidence-based family therapies have demonstrated efficacious results and can be
further enhanced with research in these three areas that are more commonly seen in treatment.
The field of mental health care and the profession of family counseling for adolescents
with problem behavior continues to grow through ongoing learning and responsiveness to the
specific needs for young people, parents, and families in our communities. There are benefits for
future research to further examining the protective factors within families and parents that
enhance their resources and skills to meet the needs of their child, family, and self as the impact
of each individual has heavy considerations within society.
Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations in the current study that may have affected the results and
generalizability of the study. One limitation was the use of secondary data and the potential
impact over time on changing family demographics and instrumentation. The primary study
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occurred several years ago and despite families representing a diverse sample of race/ethnicity,
current demographics may differ.
At the time of the study, FACES-III (Olson et al., 1983) was the best measure for
assessing the family functioning dimensions. Later, FACES-IV (Olson, 2011) was developed,
which added the ability to measure the curvilinearity of the family cohesion and flexibility due to
the six scales: two balanced for cohesion and flexibility and four unbalanced for rigid, chaotic,
enmeshed, and disengaged measurements (Rivero et al., 2010). The changes in the scale allowed
for a better scoring system and profile that combine the balanced and unbalanced features of
family functioning through evaluating the curvilinear aspects of family functioning (Rivero et
al., 2010). Also, the Spanish version of FACES-III (Olson et al., 1983e) was found to be a valid
and reliable measurement and simultaneously had limitations in the flexibility dimension when
compared to the American English version (Forjaz et al., 2002). Lastly, the Spanish translation
process for this instrument was not explained nor did it have an in-depth empirical study to
assess the metrics (Rivero et al., 2010).
Another limitation was the use of the BTPS (Nanninga et al., 2016) that despite having
useful information pertaining to the prediction of treatment outcomes, a limitation according to
the Kazdin and colleagues’ (1997) study could be found in the instrument’s ability to generalize
to a diverse, low-income, urban population of children and families. In Kazdin and colleagues
(1997) study, the test sample was mainly composed of Caucasian (63.6%), which reported above
the federal poverty level income (Colonna-Pydyn, Gjesfjeld, & Greeno, 2007).
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Another potential limitation was the current study’s decision to use the parents’ responses
to the selected measures for the study. This contrasts with the primary study where the
assessments were completed by the parents, adolescents, and therapists. For the assessment of
parental stress, there were parent versions and therapist versions included to gather multiple
perspectives.
Another limitation in this study was the use of self-report instruments, which could lead
to participation bias. It was also unknown whether the parents were motivated in their responses
by external factors or a desire to present their adolescent in a more positive or negative manner.
Finally, the decision to analyze the measures administrated during Time 1 and Time 4 could
have potentially missed capturing the progress potential and generalization of the family
treatment advances after treatment was completed. Limitations such as these can be considered
for different degrees of impact in the study.
Chapter Summary
This chapter presented a summary of the findings, implication for practice, implication
for research, limitations of the study, and recommendations for future research. First, parental
stress and adolescent externalizing behavior had a significant relationship between the SIPA life
restrictions, social alienation, and incompetence/guilt, and BTPS competing activities/life
stressor and CBCL externalizing. Second, ethnicity functioned as a moderator in the relationship
between parental stress SIPA incompetence/guilt and BTPS stressor and adolescent externalizing
behavior CBCL. African Americans and Caucasians show the strongest change while Latinos
showed the weakest change in this relationship. Third, family cohesiveness played a mediating
role in the relationship between T4 parental stress of SIPA life restrictions, social alienation,
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relationship with spouse/partner and incompetence/guilt, BTPS stressor and adolescent
externalizing behavior of CBCL externalizing while family adaptability did not. Fourth, there
were no significant differences in the levels of overall family functioning, family adaptability,
and family cohesion between ethnic groups. Regarding future research, replicating this study
with ethnically diverse family samples from a metropolitan city in the United States and abroad
would be beneficial due to the increasing impact of parental stress. Additionally, it would be
important to use the most up to date version of FACES IV, which includes the dimension of
family communication and the Spanish version. Future research could also go more in depth
around the cultural impact derived from one’s ethnicity and being a family of color. Lastly,
future research could delve into the emerging parental burnout literature. The findings from this
study inform current and future evidence-based family therapy, juvenile rehabilitation, and child
protection.
Study Summary
The present study added to the literature on parental stress for parents of adolescents with
externalizing behavior, reviewed family functioning as a mediator to this relationship, and
reviewed ethnicity as a moderator. There continues to be opportunities for additions to be made
for future research. A replicated investigation of MST families in a metropolitan city
representative of ethnically diverse families should be made in the United States and abroad
where MST is implemented to better capture the current family diversity. Examining the unique
needs of ethnically diverse families will confirm the ability of MST to provide culturally
appropriate treatment in its transportability. Therapy that places a strong emphasis on being
culturally competent and responsive increases the chances of family treatment completion. The
therapist role can be a bridge for the therapeutic relationship if they adequately assess the clients’
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needs within their cultural background context and identify the client’s values and perspectives
(Huey et al., 2014). The treatment’s ability to hone in on these cultural nuances and orient them
within the treatment intervention can potentially promote beyond the temporary and propel to
long standing change.
The mechanisms of change analyzed in the current study reviewed family functioning as
a mediator. Family functioning acts as an important role within treatment, however, there may be
some small but significant variations in ethnically diverse families. In this study, family
cohesiveness was confirmed as a mediator while family adaptability seemingly was not. It may
still prove fruitful to further explore family functioning in the three dimensions of family
cohesiveness, family adaptability, and family communication. Family cohesion can be directly
addressed in treatment for further improvement in outcomes for adolescents with externalizing
behavior and parental stress.
Finally, we need to be able to consider parental and family stressors that extend beyond
the cultural realms of ethnicity and impact our communities where adolescents of color reside.
Considering the cultural climate in the United States, it is important to continue analyzing the
psychosocial stressors for families of color and the impact of aversive experiences for African
Americans, Latinos, and other groups. The Lorenzo-Blanco (2017) longitudinal study on Latino
parents found a relationship between the parent’s cultural stress and depressive symptoms. This
predicted both parent and adolescent reporting of lower family functioning of parental cultural
stress. Advocacy through the provision of treatment, counselor education, and research can meet
the needs of families and communities.
The home environment is the first and primary educational institution for adolescents.
Therefore, levels of parental stress can impact the home climate and inadvertently increase the
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risk of perpetuating stress for this generation to the next through the transmission of repeated
exposure of behaviors that are learned, modeled, and continued. Outside of the home, these
stressors can impact the ways that the adolescent interacts with adults and authority figures
(Hood et al., 2013). Parents, in the midst of challenging times in the States and those rearing
their child during a period of adolescence, have the ability to learn and teach the skills for
improving communication, peaceful family living, monitoring and supervision, and to give clear
expectations on their rules. The clinical work must incorporate treatment broaching of specific
psychosocial and cultural parental stressors that interfere with treatment adherence and readiness
for change in families of diverse ethnicities with varying family constellation structures. It also
transcends the walls of the home and the very communities that encompass these precious
families.
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